We invite you to join us for lunch, hospitality
and viewing the bulls prior to the sale!
February 12, 2021 • Lunch 11:30 am • Bull Sale 1:00 pm

E

very year one of the things I look forward to the most, and dread
the most at the same time is the welcome letter. I look forward to
it in the aspect of a reflection as to what we have accomplished
through the year, as well as it’s the completion of the catalogue for
us. However I find it a task to say something new that also reflects
our goals, our vision and our dreams, without just sounding repetitive.
This fall I was able to be a part of a sale that really stood out for me
personally. In 30 years in the auction business I think the opening
speech Bill delivered at the WLB Dispersal sale was probably the most
energized and heartfelt speeches I have ever heard. One of the things
that really stood out was, “Don’t give up on your dreams!” You could
tell the passion, the desire and dedication he and his family took to get to where
they were in the business, and you wanted to be a part of it. As I was preparing to
write this year’s letter I was thumbing through our old catalogues, and just reflected
back on how much our program has evolved in time. I remember being that 10 year
old kid that wanted to one day host our own bull sale. Then fast tracking to that
first sale of 20 plus Fullblood bulls, and reading through the footnotes the sense
of accomplishment that was written on every one. That’s when Bill’s speech hit me,
“Don’t give up on your dreams!” We’ve all heard the saying do what you love and you
will never work a day in your life, and it is so true. Sure there are days we are beat up
and tired, but honestly stop and reflect where else would you rather be? This fall we
witnessed one of the greatest falls in the cattle industry. Production sales were at a new
level of high in all breeds, the fall commercial calf market was extremely good, the
commercial bred cow market was a new level, and for the most part the crops were in
the bin and selling at high prices. Amidst the economic chaos and political and media
mayhem we still have a booming industry. So I ask you, “Where would you rather be?”
As we welcome you to our 22nd Annual Bull Sale, I can honestly say we are as excited
about this class of bulls that we have ever been. This year’s group of bulls will see our largest offering of Full Fleckvieh
Bulls ever catalogued, including a small group of two year olds, as well as a very solid set of Purebred bulls that may not
be high in numbers, but certainly showcase the next level of commitment we are seeking. We have been very fortunate
to raise bulls such as “Raptor, Viper, Outlook, Imax and Ego” to name a few that when you hear their name you associate
them with Anchor D, but ever so important are the bulls out there working in the dedicated commercial herds that maybe
people aren’t as aware of but display the Anchor D brand proudly. As a seed stock producer we feel it is our job, to
not only produce the best product we can, but to add value to you our customers as well. A statement you would have
heard us say before is, “We don’t just want to sell you one bull today. We want to sell you many bulls over time.” We are
very proud of the fact we have a very large repeat clientele, and we want to build that relationship of trust, and be able
to add value to your program as well.
We invite you to attend our 22nd Annual sale Friday, February 12 – 1:00pm at the Ranch. You are certainly welcome to
come view this year’s offering any time prior to the sale, and if you are unable to attend sale day certainly don’t hesitate
to call and discuss your needs. Please call myself or our family, or any of our very capable sales staff to help you out.
					

Dan, Karen, Mackenzie & Garren Skeels

“Anchor D Simmentals striving for excellence in livestock production.”
View catalogue with ONLINE VIDEOS at
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Craig Jacklin - (403) 783-1453

When we toured through the bull calves in the summer
time, we were impressed with the offering as it is as deep
and consistent of a group that we have seen to date. It
is reassuring to see these impressive bull calves in the
summer beside their productive dams as the power and
maternal strength is evident in the program. Longevity is
built into these genetics with a highly productive cowherd
that pulls their weight each and every year. Whether it is
fullblood or purebred that you seek, the highly-respected
Anchor D program has a deep set of bulls that will fit your
bill. We encourage you to stop by the Anchor D Ranch at
your convenience to tour through the program with the
Skeels family as we are certain you’ll be impressed with the
offering.
Danny, Karen, Mackenzie and Garren are all heavily invested
in this program and it is truly a family oriented family
farm. They have built their Simmental Ranch to benefit its
customers and they spare no expense to acquire the very
best herd bulls or replacement females in order to enhance
their herd and give you, the valued customer multiple
options of high quality cattle to select from. If we can be
of any assistance on sale day, please contact us and we
will represent your needs in a professional manner. We look
forward to visiting with you about the stout offering and
encourage you to invest with confidence into this leading
program.
Best regards,
The Bohrson Marketing team

Rg Rd #21

Anchor D Ranch

Hwy 20

Catalogue by: The Big Picture of Design Inc. - Kathy Matejka (403) 783-6389

PLEASE CALL OUR SALE DAY PHONE NUMBERS TO BID.

Welcome to the Genetic Edge 22nd Annual Bull Sale that
showcases the Skeels family passion and dedication to their
Simmental program. They are in tune with every aspect of
the livestock industry including breeding, cow/calf, auction
markets, feeders, processors and beyond which has aided
them to build a versatile program. The advantages of
investing in an Anchor D bull goes well past sale day as the
daughters they produce will advance your program and the
sons have excelled for purebred and commercial programs
alike. Commercially, the Anchor D Influenced Calf Sales
have seen premium prices and is just another advantage to
purchase your bull(s) through this sale with an opportunity
to increase your bottomline.

Hwy 53
Rimbey

TWP Rd #433A

To Ponoka
and Hwy #2)

From Rimbey 1 1/2 miles North on Hwy #20, 3
miles East on Hwy 53, 3 1/2 miles North on
Rg Rd #21, 1/4 mile East on Twp Rd #433A

Dan, Karen, Mackenzie & Garren Skeels
Box 1638 • Rimbey, AB T0C 2J0
Ph/Fax: (403) 843-4756 • Cell: (403) 783-1217
anchordsimmentals@gmail.com
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Feed
Our bulls are raised on a TMR ration, consisting of
2/3 cereal silage and 1/3 corn silage, as well as 12
lbs. of Bull Ration, free choice hay, and free choice
mineral. They are raised in a 5 acre yard so they
have lots of room for exercise, and are able to go
out and cover the ground. We also are very proud
of the fact we have bulls still out working well into
their early teens. The bulls will remain on the same
ration up until delivery so they remain on a steady
balanced diet to ensure proper development.

Health
All bulls are under the watchful eye of Gull Lake
Veterinary Services. They receive Vitamin AD&E as
well as MUSE at birth. Express 5 and Covexin Plus
prior to grass, as well as Express 10 and Covexin
Plus, and boosters after weaning. BOSS and Safeguard in December. All bulls will receive their initial
shot of Fusogard (Foot rot vaccine) prior to the sale,
with the booster administered before delivery.

Delivery

$100 OFF
Any bull picked
up sale day

or

FREE DELIVERY
to Central Regions in Western
Canada - other area delivery see
Terms & Conditions for details

or

LEFT FREE OF CHARGE
at Anchor D Ranch Simmentals
till April 1, 2021, see Terms and
Conditions for complete details.
Must be insured.

Sight Unseen Purchase Plan
We appreciate your bull purchase is a significant investment
and can be very time consuming as well. We spend a significant
amount of time with our cow herd, and the development of our
bulls and are extremely confident in being able to match you
with the bull/bulls you require for your own program. Please call
us to discuss your options and needs for your herd, as we have a
large selection and variety of bull suited for your individual program. We guarantee our sight unseen purchase program 100%.
Call Dan to personally discuss your needs.

Sale Headquarters

(ask for Anchor D Ranch block of rooms)

Canalta, Rimbey, AB.............................................. 1-877-843-3808
Best Western Brimstone Ridge Hotel.................... 1-877-843-2999

Special thanks to Vold Jones & Vold Auction Co and Country Junction for their contributions towards the sale.
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Anchor D Ranch Simmentals
Influenced Calf Sales
One thing we are always trying to do is figure out ways
to add value for you, our customers. For the past several
years we have been hosting the “Anchor D Simmental
Influenced Calf Sales”, the first Friday, Tuesday &
Wednesday of October. This allows feedlots to purchase
large groups of calves with similar genetics, and health
protocol in a timely fashion or producers wanting to
capitalize on acquiring top end replacement females.
This also allows for maximum dollars to be realized as
it is added value for both buyer and seller. For anyone
interested in becoming a part of these sales please
contact Dan for more details.

Friday, October 1, 2021 – VJV Dawson Creek, BC
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 – VJV Rimbey, AB
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 – VJV Ponoka, AB

Pasture Treasures Female Sale
Friday, October 8 - 6:00 pm
Anchor D Ranch, Rimbey, AB
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REFERENCE SIRE

SHAZAM

ZDS 318E CA-P1204919 06/01/2017 Polled Full Fleckvieh

BW
WW
Adj. WW
YW
Adj. YW

104 lbs
882 lbs
774 lbs
1180 lbs
1260 lbs

		
VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
		
SIBELLE GOLDA
FGAF
FRENCH
ATTACK
010C
		
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
		
VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
		
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
ANCHOR
D
BETTANNA
318A
		
ANCHOR D MOJITO 108U
ANCHOR D BETTINA 336Y
		
VIRGINIA MS TALLULAH
“Shazam” was one of our feature bulls in “French Attack’s” very first calf crop for
us. Unfortunately prior to the sale he suffered a severe leg injury, so was forced to
be pulled from the sale. We knew he was extra special, and rather than running
the risk of further injury we sent him directly to Alta Genetics, where we knew
he would have his very own pen and time to heal. We were able to draw semen
on him late in the year after he recovered, but essentially too late for breeding
season. Mackenzie then showed him that same summer in the National YCSA
show where he was named Reserve National Champion Bull. The following year
he covered a group of cows for us, and we had plans on him being an anchor in
our bull battery. Starwest Farms asked to purchase him that fall, and after a lengthy
family discussion we decided to send him to their operation. I can’t tell you how
proud we are of this sire group. He has done everything we asked of and more.
His calves have excellent muscle shape, lots of hair, great feet, performance and
all seem to possess his incredible disposition, not to mention the majority came
polled too. This essentially will be his only calf crop for us as we didn’t AI any cows
to him this spring to allow Starwest to be the only ones with his calves next year.
We will see more in our program in the future but not next year, so step into his
sons with confidence they are phenomenal.

1

ANCHOR D HEINEKEN

		
FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C
		
ANCHOR D SHAZAM 318E
		
ANCHOR D BETTANNA 318A
		
		
FSS MAXIMUS
		
BHR ELLEN E013E
		
LCF WINSOME 690W
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

105 lbs
825 lbs
745 lbs
1130 lbs
1233 lbs
3.29 lbs

13H

ZDS 13H Appplied for 02/01/2020
Homozygous Polled Full Fleckvieh
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
ANCHOR D BETTINA 336Y
CAJUN NEFF
KIMLAKE PETRA 203M
BAR 5 P SA EXPERT 826M
LITTLE CREEK TOMMIE 021T

As most of you know our program has really focused on the strengths
of cow families over the years. One of the fortunate things in my travels
is to be able to see top end cow families in so many other herds as well.
“Heineken” comes from a prominent cow family in “Tommie” who was
influential in the Little Creek herd in Mississippi. Her daughter “Winsome”
became every bit as influential in the Buzzard Hollow, now Simmentals of
Texas. So when we had the opportunity to import “Ellen” from Texas we
took it. Not only to add another prominent cow family into our herd but
also complete outcross genetics for us. “Heineken” is “Ellen’s” first calf as
we elected to get a quick flush on her before she made her way North and
adapt in her new environment. Not bad for her debut. “Heineken” possesses
his sires’ impeccable disposition, has tremendous rib shape and muscling
and not only comes in a polled package but is HOMOZYGOUS POLLED. There
are endless opportunities for this young stud. He will influence the breed.

2

ANCHOR D ARSENAL

328H

ZDS 328H Appplied for 04/01/2020 Polled Full Fleckvieh

		
FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C
		
ANCHOR D SHAZAM 318E
		
ANCHOR D BETTANNA 318A
		
		
GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F
		
ANCHOR D GJENNA 328Y
		
JERICO’S DOROTHY JANE 1D
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA
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97 lbs
945 lbs
825 lbs
1275 lbs
1353 lbs
3.74 lbs

SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
ANCHOR D BETTINA 336Y
ANTONIUS
MFL BRENDA 65B
MFL UNIVERSE 28U
MS DD&E STAR GAZER 21B

If there was one bull that I really struggle with being in the sale it’s
“Arsenal”. We have thought long and hard about retaining him for our
own use, but will offer him for sale. His dam “Gjenna” exemplifies my
thoughts on the strengths of cow families. I don’t think it’s a secret the
contribution his grandmother “Dorothy Jane” did for our program, and
if you follow my footnotes you also know I rank “Gjenna” as her #1
daughter. That’s no small feat considering there are 77 direct registered
progeny from her!! “Gjenna” has a couple daughters working for us as
well as progeny at McMannus Simmentals in Manitoba and “Morocco”
who worked in our herd for a season and now is a permanent resident
at Craigmyle Colony. This big power bull has all the tools and is also
polled. He will demand attention sale day, and I’m certain as bull sale
season progresses will only increase in value. Herd Bull Time.

3

ANCHOR D ZAM

487H

ZDS 487H Appplied for 10/01/2020 Polled Full Fleckvieh

		
FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C
		
ANCHOR D SHAZAM 318E
		
ANCHOR D BETTANNA 318A
		
		
ANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X
		

ANCHOR D DEVYN 487D

		
ANCHOR D PIPER 209Y
		

SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
ANCHOR D BETTINA 336Y
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D TIA 235T
ANCHOR D VIPER 103W
CEN MISS PAISLEY 516P

“Zam” is yet another polled bull in this sire group. We did test him for
the Polled gene but he is only Heterozygous. His dam is a phenomenal
polled “Entourage” daughter, who is in show shape 24/7. This is a
bull that has the who’s who in his pedigree, “French Attack, Barbossa,
Mojito, Stride, Razzmatazz, and Viper” to say he is stacked is a gross
understatement. “Zam” is a bull with huge potential, and as I’ve
previously mentioned in this sire group you have to appreciate the
body mass and muscle shape in this set of Polled bulls, they are wicked
good.

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

103 lbs
735 lbs
666 lbs
1110 lbs
1266 lbs
3.31 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

106 lbs
780 lbs
705 lbs
1105 lbs
1225 lbs
3.34 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

115 lbs
795 lbs
780 lbs
1075 lbs
1228 lbs
3.43 lbs

4 ANCHOR D HOCUS POCUS 98H
ZDS 98H Appplied for 14/01/2020 Polled Full Fleckvieh

		
FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C
		
ANCHOR D SHAZAM 318E
		
ANCHOR D BETTANNA 318A
		
		
BAR 5 SA EVAN 440L
		
ANCHOR D ATHENA 98B
		
ANCHOR D TANGO 348X
		

SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
ANCHOR D BETTINA 336Y
SALERIKA EVAN
AI-AI SISKA
DOUBLE BAR D MAESTRO 100S
ANCHOR D LINSAY 127N

“Hocus Pocus” is already a bit of a celebrity. Karen happen to snap a
quick picture of him and his dam the frosty morning he was born as he
was catching a sleigh ride to the barn. She posted it on Facebook and I
remember several people commenting on how picture perfect his dams
udder is. I was really hoping he would have come back Homo Polled as
this is a complete different twist in a polled pedigree. Tracing back to
the “Herlinde” cow family, the cow that likely had the second biggest
impact in our herd. I do think “Hocus Pocus” has an incredibly bright
future and will no doubt work magic wherever he is used. This is a bull
I think will just gradually get better and better. Remember the name
“Hocus Pocus” he will be talked about in the future, I’m certain of it.

5

ANCHOR D HADLEY

69H

ZDS 69H Appplied for 01/02/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C
		
ANCHOR D SHAZAM 318E
		
ANCHOR D BETTANNA 318A
		
		
ROCKING R Z-MAN
		
ROCKING R MS DOLLY 29D
		
NOSSATERRA GENEVA 95W
		

SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
ANCHOR D BETTINA 336Y
ANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X
EAGLE-RIDGE UNDINE 38U
R-FIVE MALTESE
NOSSATERRA GLORIA 2M

When we purchased the Rocking R herd of mature cows, “Dolly” was
one of the cows we were very excited about. Her dam was a female
that I still have non buyer regret about (yes that’s a thing), so to have
one of her daughters we were super stoked about. We unfortunately
lost her bull calf last year in late spring, so she ran dry for the summer,
and to say she was obese is an understatement. There is zero doubt in
my mind a portion of “Hadley’s” birth weight is because of that, but
just look at the way he is put together. This is a super long bodied bull,
with lots of shape and muscle mass. He comes in a dark red, heavily
pigmented hairy package. I can only imagine the steer calves this big
monster is going to produce. High hopes, me thinks YES!!

2021 bull
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ANCHOR D FRANCHISE

		
FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C
		
ANCHOR D SHAZAM 318E
		
ANCHOR D BETTANNA 318A
		
		
ANCHOR D DAMASCUS 213U
		
ANCHOR D ZULA 403Z
		
ANCHOR D HULA 355X
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

110 lbs
880 lbs
858 lbs
1165 lbs
1314 lbs
3.75 lbs

403H

ZDS 403H Appplied for 03/02/2020 Full Fleckvieh
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
ANCHOR D BETTINA 336Y
ANTONIUS
PRL PALLISADE 23P
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D KATAHULA 75K

“Franchise” has been a favorite of mine from the day he hit the ground.
His dam “Zula” has been a solid producer for us over the years. It’s
no secret we have a love hate relationship. Whenever we move cows
she has her own opinion on which direction she should be going, but
she is very good for training dogs, young horses, and your patience. All
kidding aside she can produce right at the top of the herd every year,
and has a pedigree equal in strength. When I said “Franchise” was a
favorite day 1, that’s partially because we know what to expect from
this exceptional productive cow. His steers will be stellar, and keep every
daughter you can, the shot of “Antonius” will shine bright in this aspect.

7

ANCHOR D GARREN’S

SHAMBO 453H

ADR453H Appplied for 10/02/2020 Polled Full Fleckvieh
		
FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C
		
ANCHOR D SHAZAM 318E
		
ANCHOR D BETTANNA 318A
		
		
ANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X
		
ANCHOR D LOIS 453E
		
ANCHOR D ZELDA 388Z
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

100 lbs
770 lbs
805 lbs
1100 lbs
lbs
3.62 lbs

SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
ANCHOR D BETTINA 336Y
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D TIA 235T
ANCHOR D RAWLINS 16R
ANCHOR D DAZZEL 64X

Because we are pushing early to have our bull sale catalogue done
you will notice our yearling weights were taken December 10, due to
the young age some of the bulls will not have Adj. YW, but without
the numbers trust me when I tell you “Shambo” is a performance
bull. He too has been a standout as a baby, and was quick to make
people friends, as his mom is also a people lover. His dam “Lois”
comes from our “Desiree” cow family, who the entire cow family has
just incredible dispositions. This has also been a highly productive cow
family producing notables like “Twenty X, Squire & Aztec” to name a
few. “Shambo” is a bull who gathers attention when we have viewers,
but also keep in mind when looking at him, he is one of the youngest
in the pen. He is a deep bodied, thick heavy muscled bull in a smooth
polled package. He’s worth a serious look.

8 ANCHOR D MACS CONQUEST 134G
MACS 134G CA-1287839 24/01/2019 Full Fleckvieh

		
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
		
ANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X
		
ANCHOR D TIA 235T
		
		
VIRGINIA MAXIMUS
		
ANCHOR D MACS DUSTEE 134D
		
ANCHOR D CANDY 122W
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA
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102 lbs
870 lbs
828 lbs
1800 lbs
1079 lbs
lbs

DORSIM MASSIE
TOVERBERG ERIKA
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
MS PRL EDELSTEIN 102E
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA MS REBECCA
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D MARIPOSA 49J

We have a small group of 2 year olds on offer this year. “Conquest”
was catalogued last year, and he is a bull we pulled from the sale, sale
day morning. As a yearling you could work him up and I just felt more
comfortable with him not in last year. We kept him back as a spare as I
do really like this bull. He has behaved like a gentleman so we decided
to add him in the mix this year. Keep in mind we know he could pressure
up as a calf so there is an element of heat in there, but just handle him
with respect (as you should with every bull) and I think you will be fine.
He is a virgin 2 year old so he will cover a bigger group, and you have
to appreciate this bull in every dimension. Picture perfect, big broad
top, huge ¼ and great feet and legs. He will be a breeding machine
that will produce a wicked set of performance calves.

9

ANCHOR D GODFREY

271G

ZDS 271G CA-1287874 27/01/2019 Full Fleckvieh

		
MFI JEREMIAH 9022
		
DOUBLE BAR D INTUITION
		
MFI FRIEDA 3077
		
		
BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
ANCHOR D INA 271C
		
ANCHOR D ANNA 272U
		

GIBBONS JEREMIAH
MFI PETRA 2093
BEL STEWARD 2ND
ANCHOR “T” ELSIE 62L
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
MRLN ANNA

“Godfrey” was also catalogued last year, but was semen deferred and
we felt was just too far away sale day to offer him. Little did we know
on retests he would move well into the 90 percentile, so hind sight
we should have sold him last spring. It’s also good knowing that we
have back up for our valued bull customers should a wreck occur, so
a handful of spares are certainly not a bad thing. Like the other 2 year
olds he too will be a virgin bull, so buy with confidence. He is the last
“Intuition” son we have, so look for an extremely sound footed, easy
keeping bull that will transmit ease of fleshing, and strong maternal
traits, while packing on the pounds. Very good cow family backing him
as well. Just a very solid rancher bull that will do a bigger job.

10

ANCHOR D GODFATHER

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

96 lbs
855 lbs
802 lbs
1780 lbs
1157 lbs
lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

96 lbs
655 lbs
632 lbs
1800 lbs
1139 lbs
lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

108 lbs
815 lbs
895 lbs
1735 lbs
lbs
lbs

470G

ZDS 470G CA-PT1288103 02/02/2019 Polled Full Fleckvieh
		
ANCHOR “T” RUSTY 59G
		
STARWEST POL BLUEPRINT
		
PHS HOMOZYGOUS XCEPTIONAL
		
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
ANCHOR D KAEL 255C
		
ANCHOR D RUBY RED 198A
		

KLONDIKE GOLD RUSH 418B
ANCHOR “T” HELGA 10Y
CHAMPS BRAVO
WCC WELLS’ PLD TALULAH 7T
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D RUBY 233U

“Godfather” was also catalogued last year but we had decided pre
semen testing to pull him from the sale. He is an Embryo calf, and well
not every recip cow is created equal, and what he did as a baby he
pretty well did on his own. When we analyzed after the catalogue came
out we felt he was a bull that may just get lost in the shuffle. He would
have barely been a year old sale day and we felt he was too good of
bull to get missed. We also thought he was a bull that if needed as a
spare could work in any situation, heifer pen, cows, British, exotic, red,
black or tan he covers all the bases. Note he is a direct son of “Kael”.
This young cow has already made a big impact on the breed with
her two most notable sons being “Outlook”, owned by Crossroads
& Canadian Sires & “Rubicon”, owned by MAVV Farms, also having
offspring at Springside Colony, 4M Cattle Co, City View Simmentals,
Dean Smith & Mark Land & Cattle. A Polled 2 year old Virgin bull with
a pedigree equally as good as he is himself.

11

ANCHOR D GIO

303G

ZDS 303G CA-1287993 08/03/2019 Full Fleckvieh

		
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
		

FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C

		
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
		
		
CHAMPS BRAVO
		
ANCHOR D SIBELLE 303Z
		
SIBELLE ANGELINA 1X
		

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE GOLDA
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA POLL BARBI SUE
BBBG BRADOCK 2T
SILVERSPRINGS JUSTINA 42J

“Gio” was purposely held over last year, due to age. We felt if we
needed a big ticket bull to fill in somewhere he was the guy. I was
excited when he didn’t have to go to work as we only wanted to offer
Virgin 2 year olds. His dam was a solid producer for us, and his grand
dam has been one of our no miss cows (her son sells as Lot #12). Similar
story to “Godfather”, in that he certainly looked the part last year, but
we decided to hold him simply because of age, so that he didn’t get
overlooked. I dare you to find another Fullblood bull as dark as him.
Regardless of where he goes or the type of cows he’s used on, I am
super confident whoever is fortunate enough to own him sale day he
will pay for himself in very short order. Use him on any color of cow
you desire, and any style as well. If he breeds like his father he will put
his own stamp on them.

2021 bull

sale

9

REFERENCE SIRE

FRENCH ATTACK

FGAF 010C 1143287 05-01-2015 Full Fleckvieh
		
VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
		

SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z

		
SIBELLE GOLDA
		
		
CHAMPS ROMANO
		
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
		
VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
		

BW
WW
Adj. WW
YW
Adj. YW

106 lbs
905 lbs
768 lbs
1500 lbs
1416 lbs

CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA MS. NECKLACE 97N
PRL HOUSTON 005H
SIBELLE AZALEE
SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M
CHAMPS PRICILLA
WESTDRUMS ANDREW
ANCHOR “T” BARBI 46K

Where to begin? To date the feedback we have had on the “French Attack”
sons working is excellent. When I tell you this is one of the best bulls we
have ever owned, that is a statement I don’t make lightly, and can be backed
by facts. To date on three calf crops his sons have averaged an impressive
$11572! But further to the numbers of his sons are his daughters. They
might very well be the best uddered, soundest footed, highly productive
cows we have ever produced. This is only their second year in production
but they are outstanding. We often get asked when we are done with a
mature bull if he is available for sale. Another statement, “French Attack”
has earned the right to retire here, but he’s still young and has many more
years ahead of him. He is an absolute gentleman to work with. He is a
breeding machine servicing a large group, always maintaining flesh, and
extremely sound footed. He is hardly ever in a scrap in the bull pen, and
awaits his much loved back scratches. He pulled a big shift last year filling
in for injuries so his sire group is a little larger and a bit more spread in
age. I think that speaks volumes of the confidence we place in this bull.
Buy his sons with confidence.
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ANCHOR D GUINNESS

201G

ZDS 201G CA-1324111 30/12/2019 Full Fleckvieh

		
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
		
FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C
		
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
		

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE GOLDA
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
		
PRL HOUSTON 005H
BBBG BRADOCK 2T
		
IPU 4G FRANCHESCA 98N
SIBELLE
ANGELINA
1X
		
SILVERSPRINGS REGAL 75F
SILVERSPRINGS JUSTINA 42J
		
SILVER SPRINGS HANNAH 54H

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

94 lbs
845 lbs
725 lbs
1170 lbs
1245 lbs
3.38 lbs

“Guinness” is a full brother to “Yeti”, one of our feature bulls in last
year’s sale, selling to Crystal Springs Ranch, BC. His dam is one of
those cows who makes our job easy. I swear we could breed her to a
goat and it could still make the top of the pen. She has had 9 calves to
date only calving after Jan 10 once, due to a bull wreck, had that calf
Feb 10 and bred right back for a late December calf. Highly productive
and fertile, absolutely. Out of her 9 calves everyone has made the
sale pen unless retained in our own herd. Quite honestly this is a cow
that should be in the donor pen and hasn’t been just due to numbers.
“Guinness” has everything going for him. If you are looking for that
next level bull he could be the one. This is a breeder bull, but first and
foremost he will be a money maker.

13 ANCHOR D GARREN’S KUZCO 24H
ADR24H CA-1318900 03/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
		
FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C
		
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
		
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
GARREN’S JEZEBEL 24C
		
GARREN’S CLARABELLE 26A
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

10

Genetic

edge

106 lbs
930 lbs
830 lbs
1200 lbs
1214 lbs
3.51 lbs

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE GOLDA
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
VIRGINIA MAXIMUS
GARREN’S TARA 21X

When Garren showed “Jezebel” as a calf & bred heifer in 4-H and YCS
and she stood middle of the pack, I said don’t worry just wait until she’s
a cow, she will get noticed. In my mind out of 450 cows she ranks in
the top 10 in my opinion. Her Daughter “Giselle” has been spotted near
and far, and just so happens to be a Full sib to “Kuzco”. This bull was
an absolute stand out all summer with his dam, and suffered a slight
set back in early October, but has turned it around and is coming on
like a house on fire. Take it for what it’s worth but one of my personal
favorite cows mated to my favorite bull, I just have a feeling that he
is going to be extra special. The stars have lined up here.
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ANCHOR D HESTON

6H

ZDS 6H CA-1324162 04/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
		

FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C

		
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
		
		
ANCHOR D MOLOKA’I 25Z
		
RWR DESIRE 6C
		
TFL MS RADIUM 52
		

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE GOLDA
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
ANCHOR D SARAH 25X
CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
BBBG FRANCHESCA 8T

If you were to draw a picture of the ideal cow, I imagine that picture
would look very much like the dam of “Heston”. Perfect udder, perfect
feet, perfect body type, easy keeping, simply flawless. I remember
Darren Tyler calling me about her, and it didn’t take much of a sales
pitch as her Grand dam was one of my favorite cows when I first saw
her at LaBatte’s, and I liked her that much more as she matured in their
herd. As you know I am all about the power of cow families, and this is
a dandy. Last year “Heston’s” full brother was also a high seller, going
to Walt & Val Hedges, BC. “Heston” is equally good, I expect him to do
great things for at his new home.

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

108 lbs
825 lbs
719 lbs
1120 lbs
1191 lbs
3.28 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

105 lbs
940 lbs
818 lbs
1205 lbs
1242 lbs
3.54 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

108 lbs
900 lbs
808 lbs
1200 lbs
1288 lbs
3.57 lbs

15 ANCHOR D GARREN’S HIDALGO 398H
ADR398H CA-1324168 05/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
		
FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C
		
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
		
		
ANCHOR D MR GIBBS 20Z
		
ANCHOR D ABBY 398B
		
BLCC MISS PORSCHE 47Y
		

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE GOLDA
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D TYRA 20T
VIRGINIA’S PORSCHE 64P
ANCHOR “T” UNZE 77F

“Hidalgo” is another big powerful bull that was a standout all summer,
coming from one of Garren’s 4-H cows. “Abby” is a great young cow,
with the typical “Mr. Gibbs” stamp. This is a cross we don’t have a lot
of, but I would say we need to do more often. “Hidalgo” will be a power
bull, based on genetics alone, but these two great herd bulls have left
every bit as powerful of females in our replacement pen. “Hidalgo”
actually almost reminds me more of “Mr. Gibbs” in his makeup than
“French Attack” but the great thing is you can’t go wrong with either
one. This is a big time bull that can get you to the next level.
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ANCHOR D HELMSLEY

465H

ZDS 465H CA-1324198 09/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
		
FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C
		
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
		
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
ANCHOR D DENAY 465D
		
ANCHOR D ABBA 50A
		

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE GOLDA
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
ANCHOR D REBA 353Z

I know I am beginning to sound like a broken record, but the “French
Attack” calves were plumb impressive with their dams this summer.
“Helmsley” is a bull I absolutely adore his pedigree. The bottom side
is such a solid blend with “Barbossa, Legend & Rogant” and then
add the “Ashante” cow family, WOW! A blend of performance, with
enough calving ease to keep them honest, built in color, and BAM, we
have “Helmsley”. He is a legitimate contender. I know there are a lot
of bulls here but have an extremely serious look here, this bull is rock
solid.

2021 bull

sale
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ANCHOR D BILLIE

299H

ZDS 299H CA-1324330 20/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
		
FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C
		
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
		

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE GOLDA
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
		
GREAT GUNS HOSEA 48F
ANCHOR D REMINGTON 154J
		
DEMBY HERLINDE 154X
ANCHOR
D
BILLIE
299B
		
ANCHOR D VENOM 111W
ANCHOR D ROSIE 49Y
		
ANCHOR D UTAH 287U

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

88 lbs
825 lbs
760 lbs
1150 lbs
1280 lbs
3.54 lbs

We had the misfortune of losing the dam of “Billie” shortly after
calving with hardware. Although she was a relatively young cow she
has already done a great job for us leaving a spectacular daughter in
our own herd as well as offspring working for Stuart & Karen Shaw,
Newton Creek Ranch, and last year’s son going to Randy Chubak. A
bit of a different twist on the bottom side of the pedigree combining
a couple more solid cow families in “Herlinde & Meesha”. For dollars
invested I think this will be one of the really solid purchases this spring.
“Billie” is a bull you appreciate just that much more every day.
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ANCHOR D DOMINGO

		
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
		

FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C

		
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
		
		
DOUBLE BAR D NOTORIOUS
		
VIRGINIA DOMINIQUE 96D
		
BROCK YONDER
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

107 lbs
815 lbs
775 lbs
1045 lbs
1143 lbs
3.26 lbs

ANCHOR D DYNAMIC

12

Genetic

edge

196H

ZDS 196H CA-1324440 04/02/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
		
FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C
		
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
		
		
KLONDIKE GOLD RUSH 418B
		
ANCHOR D DIANNA 196Y
		
ANCHOR D RIANA 82R
		

113 lbs
800 lbs
789 lbs
1105 lbs
1277 lbs
3.56 lbs

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE GOLDA
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
RV NICKELBACK 6U
ANCHOR “T” AMANDA 63L
BROCK WELKIN
BROCK TAFFY

“Domingo” comes from a solid young cow we purchased from Virginia
Ranch. This is only her third calf with her other two working for Dobbie
Simmentals, ON & Arnold Daling, BC. “Domingo” isn’t the first bull
you find in the pen, but a bull you keep noticing over and over again.
He doesn’t just blow you away at first but when you stop and analyze
him he just does everything right. He may very well be the sleeper in
this particular sire group and he is a bull that needs to have a second
look. I also feel he is a bull that will age like fine wine and just get
better as time goes on. You have to appreciate his exceptional length,
broad top, great hair coat and color pattern. Whether you want to use
him on British or Exotic cows, he’s as versatile as they come and will
do a great job wherever he is put.

19

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

696H

ZDS 696H CA-1324364 24/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE GOLDA
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
BEL C&B WESTERN 2ND
SIM-ROC GWEN
RICHMOND REGIS
ANCHOR D VENUS 114N

Sad day this fall when the dam of “Dynamic” came in open. This has
been a very productive cow for us over the years. She has been one of
those bomb proof individuals that we just expect will give us a good
one, and she always did. She started with a bang as a first calver
producing a high seller going to Walt & Val Hedges followed by two
more sons to Crystal Springs Ranch & Jordan Livestock. She then went
into a heifer phase most of which stayed here, and now “Dynamic”
her final son. He is “Dynamic” in what he can bring to your herd. This
will be a power bull too use on your mature cows to boost pounds, but
certainly lots of merit to retain the females for replacements. He will
be a good one, and a calf I have appreciated all along.

20

ANCHOR D MARLIN

12H

ZDS 12H CA-1324447 05/02/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
		
FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C
		
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
		
		
ANCHOR D VIPER 103W
		
ANCHOR D BECCA 12Y
		
EAGLE-RIDGE WONIKA 1W
		

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE GOLDA
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
DOUBLE BAR D MAESTRO 100S
PRL LOPEZ 147L
VIRGINIAS TALLAHASSEE
EAGLE-RIDGE RACHELLE 2R

“Marlin” comes from one of the family favorite cows, “Becca”.
This old cow is as ugly as a mud fence, with her stumpy ears and short
tail, but she just can’t help but produce good ones. She is an absolute
sweet heart to work with, and one of the cows we typically rob some
colostrum from when she calves. Last year she was a bit under the
weather and because of her naturally docile disposition we weren’t
on it as quick as we should have been so “Marlin” got a little extra
love for about a week until we got her back on her feet. I think he
naturally has her disposition, but he is pretty laid back for sure. Her
past 4 mating’s have all been to “French Attack” and “Eisenhower”
was the feature son in his first calf crop, selling to South Peace Colony,
followed by another son going to Poole Arrow Ranch, both in BC. We
have an outstanding daughter that we retained, and now “Marlin”.
Don’t be surprised if whoever gets him that Mackenzie may come for
a visit as the two of them developed a very close bond in those first
few days. A bull I score very high on my list.
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ANCHOR D HERMAN

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

78 lbs
720 lbs
713 lbs
1085 lbs
1297 lbs
3.51 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

106 lbs
750 lbs
744 lbs
1025 lbs
1184 lbs
3.34 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

98 lbs
735 lbs
738 lbs
1045 lbs
1234 lbs
3.42 lbs

423H

ZDS 423H CA-1324461 07/02/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
		

FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C

		
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
		
		
VIRGINIA MAXIMUS
		
ANCHOR D REANNA 423A
		
ANCHOR D MARTINA 65R
		

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE GOLDA
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA MS REBECCA
ANCHOR D AZTEC 34N
ANCHOR D HERA 105K

As I had mentioned in “French Attack’s” write up there is a lot more
spread in his group due to him pulling double shift. The dam of
“Herman” was to be bred to “Entourage” but unfortunately a hip
injury for him proved to be worse than we thought, hence he has no
sons in the sale. “Herman” is one of the younger bulls in this year’s
offering, but I feel he will certainly add value for his new owner. This
will no doubt be a sale sleeper, as he is a bit smaller due to age, and
no extra chrome on him just straight goods. “Herman” comes from a
solid producing cow family, and his dam’s last bull sold to Corey Mack
in ND. This is a bull that will produce both very desirable steers and a
set of replacement heifers that will be flat out good.

22 ANCHOR D GARREN’S MISHU 25H
ADR25H CA-1324464 08/02/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
		
FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C
		
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
		
		
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
		
ANCHOR D SARAH 25X
		
ANCHOR D TYRA 20T
		

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE GOLDA
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
DORSIM MASSIE
TOVERBERG ERIKA
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N

“Mishu” comes to you from Garren’s top cow family, “Tyra”. His dam
“Sarah” just so happens to be a full sister to “Mr. Gibbs”, as well as
she is the great grandmother to “Santiago” (lot #56) who is Garren’s
feature lot this year. This has been a highly productive cow producing
“Moloka’I” as a first calver, who was one of our high sellers selling to
Red Willow. This is the fourth mating to “French Attack” resulting in
two outstanding daughters, one of which is the dam of “Salizar” (lot
#79). She also produced another top end bull in last year’s sale selling
to Graff Simmentals, BC. Not a lot of guess work here this bull should
be extremely productive.

2021 bull

sale
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ANCHOR D CALIPSO

		
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
		
FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C
		
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
		
		
ROCKING R Z-MAN
		
ROCKING R CALIPSO 3C
		
ROCKING R ZURIA
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

118 lbs
890 lbs
893 lbs
1235 lbs
lbs
4.06 lbs

ANCHOR D CAMARO

ANCHOR D HENDERSON

14

Genetic

edge

53H

ZDS 53H CA-1324476 11/02/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
		
FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C
		
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
		
		
ROCKING R POL METRO
		
ROCKING R ZEPHIRA
		
RICOCHET SHAKIRA 604S
		

108 lbs
825 lbs
832 lbs
1125 lbs
lbs
3.71 lbs

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE GOLDA
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
ANCHOR D KATAHULA 75K

“Camero” has the typical “French Attack” stamp. It’s not hard to figure
out who his sire is when you see him. Dark red, pigmented feet, thick
hair coat, deep sided, big quarter, and he has a very typical laid back
attitude his sire throws. The other aspect of him that makes him truly
special is his pedigree. Going back to the “Star Gazer” cow family with
a shot of “Goldrush & Legend” for good measure, this bull is royally
bred. He’s not a Cadillac, he’s a “Camero”.

25

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

293H

ZDS 293H CA-1324471 10/02/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
		
FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C
		
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
		
		
BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
ANCHOR D CAMILO 293C
		
ANCHOR D PRIMROSE 10P
		

98 lbs
740 lbs
744 lbs
1035 lbs
lbs
3.4 lbs

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE GOLDA
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
ANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X
EAGLE-RIDGE UNDINE 38U
ROCKING R POL METRO
ROCKING R SARENA

“Calipso” is absolutely one of my favorite bulls in this year’s offering.
Due to age he doesn’t have an ADJ YW, but please note the WPDA on
this calf. This is a big time performance bull from a big framed power
cow. Regardless if you are selling your steer calves right off the cow or
putting them in the feedlot his calves will absolutely crush the scale.
“Calipso” is super balanced, very capacious, and has a thick heavy
hair coat. I know I am promoting him as a performance bull, which
he certainly is, but I also think he will produce an outstanding set of
replacement heifers as well. Use him on your mature cows and your
banker will think you are a genius.

24

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

73H

ZDS 73H CA-1324469 10/02/2020 Full Fleckvieh

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE GOLDA
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
LBR METRO 37N
SLS POL-PANDORA 65P
BHL WESTERN 36R
DFM DAVINA 409D

“Henderson” has been a calf that I honestly never paid much attention
to until late summer when he just kind of appeared, and we then
realized how good he really was. He is an incredibly smooth long bodied
bull, and I guess partially he was over looked due to being a bit younger,
but he’s certainly a bull you see in the bull pen now. A very different
pedigree for us on the bottom side tracing back to “Takar, King Arthur
& Tino”. He is a bull that just grows on you more and more each day,
and he is certainly no slouch in the performance department. I think
this bull will calve extremely well also as you notice how smooth his
shoulder blends in. A problem free bull with a bit of extra punch.

26 ANCHOR D MACS HARRISON 137H
MACS 137H CA-1324479 12/02/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
		
FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C
		
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
		
		
ANCHOR D MAROON 295B
		
LFS HARMONY 12E
		
ANCHOR D HALLIE 349A
		

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE GOLDA
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z
ANCHOR D YVONNE 295Y
GREAT GUNS REGIO 9R
ANCHOR D PRIMROSE 10P

Here is the birthday boy. He will be a year old sale day and “Harrison”
is a big growthy power bull. His dam is a cow Mackenzie purchased
from Langer Fleckvieh tracing back to our old “Star Gazer” cow family.
This is a female with an absolutely flawless udder, tremendous length
of spine, and extra growth. When we are picturing and working on
catalogue late November early December he is a bull that we are really
starting to notice, and I’m pretty certain by sale day he will be a force
to be reckoned with. Mark him down in your catalogue he will be one
you will certainly want to see.

27

ANCHOR D HERSHEL

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

105 lbs
825 lbs
868 lbs
1195 lbs
lbs
3.96 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

103 lbs
805 lbs
831 lbs
1090 lbs
lbs
3.66 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

103 lbs
720 lbs
835 lbs
990 lbs
lbs
3.52 lbs

66H

ZDS 66H CA-1324492 16/02/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
		
FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C
		
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
		
		
ANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X
		
ROCKING R BABEAU
		
ROCKING R XEXILIA 23X
		

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE GOLDA
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D TIA 235T
ROCKING R POL METRO
TJRO SASSA 17S

“Hershel” is another bull that comes to us via the Rocking R cows.
This is probably one of the cows I was most excited about putting to
work in our own breeding program. Even though “Hershel” is one of
the younger bulls, this is the mating we were shooting for as his dam
was a little later calving but from the moment I seen her I imagined
how she would work with “French Attack” and work she did. “Hershel”
has the same body type that his sire typically throws. He is a big soggy
bugger that just ties everything together perfectly. I think he is going
to be as bomb proof as they come, and be a bull you can use on any
style of cow you desire.

28 ANCHOR D GARREN’S PUMBA 127H
ADR127H CA-1324523 04/03/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
		
FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C
		
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
		
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
ANCHOR D GARRENS ARABELLA 127E
		
GARREN’S ARABELLA 28C
		

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE GOLDA
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
VIRGINIA MAXIMUS
GARREN’S TARA 21X

We have typically held these March bulls back for 2 year olds or spares,
but there are a couple of these youngsters we decided to part with now.
This is another of Garren’s bulls and goes back to his “Tyra” cow family.
This is a royally bred bull that is as dark red as they come, and colored
right down to the hoof. The “French Attack x Barbossa” combination
has been an excellent cross for us. These two just seem to complement
each other so well, and bring out the best in each other. “Pumba” will
be a bull that will keep birth weight in check, provide good growth
and performance, but truly his strongest attribute just may very well
be the daughters he leaves behind. He is the real deal, and I dare say
if he were a January calf he may be right near the top of the pen.

2021 bull
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ANCHOR D HEISLER

		
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
		
FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C
		
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
		
		
VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z
		
VIRGINIA CHORUS-LINE 536C
		
VIRGINIA MS JORJA 9Y
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

106 lbs
730 lbs
817 lbs
1020 lbs
lbs
3.64 lbs

536H

ZDS 536H CA-1324524 05/03/2020 Full Fleckvieh
VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE GOLDA
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
SS LEGACY 5U FF
VIRGINIA MICHELANGELO 27W
VIRGINIA’S MS PEACHY

“Heisler” is a pen favorite for me. Even as a March baby, this young
fella gets picked out by most who visit. It’s a tall order for these young
bulls to stack up with the pack this early in the season. “Heisler” sits
back for no one. You have to completely appreciate his pure natural
muscling and overall shape and power he possesses. He is going to be
extremely impressive come sale day. From the day he hit the ground
he had the look of herd bull. A great pedigree, superb color pattern,
everything is right about him. This is another bull that I can only imagine
where he would sit if he was two months older. Have a serious look
here, this is a serious contender.

30 ANCHOR D RAZZMATAZZ 172H
ZDS 172H Appplied for 01/02/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
ELDANDI 907H
DOUBLE BAR D BUSTER 801L
		
MRLN BARBL
SOUTH
SEVEN
RAZZMATAZZ
7R
		
ROGANT
SOUTH SEVEN FLECK 16F
		
M-RIDGE BRIANA 064B
		
ANTONIUS
GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F
		
MFL BRENDA 65B
ANCHOR
D
CHER
100S
		
KLONDIKE ARNIE GNM 250Z
MISS ARNOLD E5501
		
MISS ARNOLD Y5155

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

101 lbs
770 lbs
lbs
1100 lbs
0 lbs
3.51 lbs

If I was to offer any advice in this year’s sale, it’s going to come right
now. This is a bull I would not let slip under the radar. His dam “Cher”
has had a huge impact on our herd. She has had 12 natural calves, 10
heifers of which we have been greedy and retained every single one
for our own herd. Her 2 sons have sold to Rod & Brenda Snopek &
The Prediger family in Ponoka. Predigers just sold their bull last year
at 10 years of age. He has left a ton of daughters in their herd. In last
year’s bull sale 10 bulls in the sale went back to this cow family. This
is the same cow family responsible for last year’s high seller “Ozark”
going to Wolfe Farms & Silver Lake Farms. Not to mention notables like,
“Mazorotti, High Noon & Wasabi”. I am a huge believer in cow families
and cow power. When building a program build a good foundation
to work from. “Razzmatazz” will build as solid of foundation as you
can find. These aren’t new genetics but as tried tested and proven as
you will ever find.

REFERENCE SIRE

FORT KNOX

CLNO 12F CA-1244123 06/01/2018 Full Fleckvieh
		
DOUBLE BAR D SPITFIRE 20X
		
STARWEST BRYCK
		
BAR 5 SA ESMIRALDA 412W
		
		
HEMR WARRIOR 4W
		
MS BGS FLORA 81Z
		
MFI FLORA 6144
		

BW
WW
Adj. WW
YW
Adj. YW

16

Genetic

edge

94 lbs
905 lbs
814 lbs
1255 lbs
1265 lbs

DOUBLE BAR D EVEREST 103U
VIRGINIA MS TREASURE 4T
LATCO HAGER JUNIOR
JAHDAL ESSIE 2
CEN THROTTLE 502T
JB CDN KANANASKIS 4019
SHAWACRES JAHARI 50L
ANCHOR “T” GEMME 42G

We are really excited to have added “Fort Knox” into our bull battery.
I have really admired the job that his sire “Bryck” has done so we
were hoping to acquire a son. “Fort Knox” was not only the type of
bull we were in pursuit of, but then when we looked at the bottom
side of his pedigree, everything lined up. His dam is flawless, with an
impeccable pedigree. Although there is not a large group of sons in
the sale we expect big things from him in the future and the three
sons are very nice representatives. His daughters in our replacement
pen look extremely good as well. He will have a much larger pen next
year, as he bred a group of fall calvers for us (something new) as well
as a big group of cows this spring. Look to “Fort Knox” to add length,
and growth. He calved very well for us, and did an amazing job on
color. A future star in our bull band.

31

ANCHOR D KNOXBURY

184H

ZDS 184H CA-P1324147 02/01/2020 Polled Full Fleckvieh

		
STARWEST BRYCK
		

DOUBLE BAR D SPITFIRE 20X
BAR 5 SA ESMIRALDA 412W

BLACK GOLD FORT KNOX 12F HEMR WARRIOR 4W

		
MS BGS FLORA 81Z
		
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
ANCHOR D DEIDRA 184D
		
ANCHOR D EMBER 222C
		

MFI FLORA 6144
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
VIRGINIA MAXIMUS
ANCHOR D CANDY 122W

I feel as though “Knoxbury” could be a secret weapon. When I’m writing
these footnotes, we had already done a group of November pictures for
our ads, of which “Knoxbury” was one of those bulls. We did repicture
him for the catalogue as he has just matured that much more. He is a
long bodied, deep sided bull with great muscle, excellent feet and legs,
he moves like a cat, is smooth polled, and comes from an exceptional
cow family. For “Fort Knox’s” first group of calves we can’t help but be
excited when you see the caliber of these bulls. A very workable birth
weight with tons of performance. This is an exceptional Polled bull.

32

ANCHOR D HAMILTON

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

103 lbs
890 lbs
800 lbs
1235 lbs
1352 lbs
3.6 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

105 lbs
770 lbs
768 lbs
1105 lbs
1304 lbs
3.58 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

96 lbs
800 lbs
822 lbs
1085 lbs
lbs
3.63 lbs

231H

ZDS 231H CA-1324450 05/02/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
STARWEST BRYCK
		

DOUBLE BAR D SPITFIRE 20X
BAR 5 SA ESMIRALDA 412W

BLACK GOLD FORT KNOX 12F HEMR WARRIOR 4W

		
MS BGS FLORA 81Z
		
		
ANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X
		
ANCHOR D DEMI 231D
		
ANCHOR D ZELDA 388Z
		

MFI FLORA 6144
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D TIA 235T
ANCHOR D RAWLINS 16R
ANCHOR D DAZZEL 64X

“Hamilton” is another real soggy made bull. Very similar story to
“Knoxbury” in the fact that he too comes from another very strong
cow family. The “Desiree” cow family has been a favorite for many
years. We only have a couple “Rawlins” cows left in our herd but
he was a great bull that bred into his early teens. Lots of longevity
in this pedigree. If you search back generations you will appreciate
how stacked this pedigree really is. Another bull with a very nice birth
weight, and followed up by lots of performance. Great rancher bull here.

33

ANCHOR D KNOXBERG

359H

ZDS 359H CA-1324487 15/02/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
STARWEST BRYCK
		
BLACK GOLD FORT KNOX 12F
		
MS BGS FLORA 81Z
		
		
ANCHOR D VIPER 103W
		
ANCHOR D ALEXIS 359C
		
DORA LEE ELEXIS
		

DOUBLE BAR D SPITFIRE 20X
BAR 5 SA ESMIRALDA 412W
HEMR WARRIOR 4W
MFI FLORA 6144
DOUBLE BAR D MAESTRO 100S
PRL LOPEZ 147L
DORA LEE JAKE
DORA LEE ELECTRA

“Knoxberg” has been a standout for me all year long. Yes he is one of
the younger bulls, and will not quite be a year old come sale time, but
he has been a calf that has been a standout since birth. His dam had
an excellent heifer in our sale this fall, and if you read those footnotes
you will know how high I am on “Knoxberg’s” dam. She is as flawless
as they come, and a female admired by many. She is a direct daughter
of “Elexis” who was one of our main donor cows here for many years.
I think this bull has huge potential, and as I stated is really young. Be
sure to look close at him sale day he could very well be a bull that
could cost double by the end of sale season.

2021 bull
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REFERENCE SIRE

ULYSSES

ZDS 530E 1204942 09-01-2017 Full Fleckvieh
		
BLCC MR ADONIS 30X
		
SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
		
SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S
		
		
R-FIVE MALTESE
		

FGAF PRECIOUS THING 403T

		
FGAF SHANTI 121P
		

BW
WW
Adj. WW
YW
Adj. YW

115 lbs
886 lbs
783 lbs
1260 lbs
1394 lbs

DOUBLE BAR D ADONIS 603N
BLCC MISS HOUSTON 144U
SOUTH SEVEN NAVIGATOR 33N
DFM ELMIRA 543E
GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F
FGAF SHE’S ALL THAT 724K
SHAWACRES JAHARI 50L
FGAF LEGEN’S CHARM 743K

This is just the second calf crop for “Ulysses” and he has really put
a stamp on his calves. He is a bull that will make them super thick
and hairy. They have huge broad tops, and possess lots of muscle.
“Ulysses” is a big powerful bull with huge feet and is extremely easy
keeping, much like his dam “Precious”. She is a cow that has had a
huge impact on our program producing many high sellers for us, as
well as adding 2 herd bulls into our bull battery. Although “Ulysses”
himself has a larger birth weight he has been extremely easy calving
for us, averaging 91 lbs to date. He is a bull that typically runs short
on gestation. We even considered using him in the heifer pen, but
opted out just due to his sheer size. Look to his sons to add thickness,
muscle pattern and extra hair.

34

ANCHOR D GUARDIAN

		
SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
		
ANCHOR D ULYSSES 530E
		
FGAF PRECIOUS THING 402T
		
		
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
		
FSMB EASTERN 18E
		
WELDEHAVEN MS UNION FF 4U
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

76 lbs
770 lbs
668 lbs
1075 lbs
1156 lbs
3.04 lbs

ANCHOR D COURAGE

ANCHOR D ULYSSES 530E

		
FGAF PRECIOUS THING 402T
		
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
ANCHOR D ENOWYN 349E
		
ANCHOR D BRONWYN 78B
		

18

Genetic

edge

349G

ZDS 349G CA-1324082 23/12/2019 Full Fleckvieh

		
SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
		

76 lbs
820 lbs
711 lbs
1155 lbs
1247 lbs
3.27 lbs

BLCC MR ADONIS 30X
SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S
R-FIVE MALTESE
FGAF SHANTI 121P
VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE GOLDA
BEL WESTERN UNION 5Z
DREAMLAND ANTONIA FF 4P

“Guardian” is a very typical “Ulysses” calf, he has the look. Please
note the moderate birth weight of this guy. He is a bull that will be
very versatile and will be extremely user friendly, use him wherever
you want to. I can’t say enough good things about his dam. She is a
beautiful young female we purchased from Marc Boisvert. She had the
misfortune of losing her first calf about three weeks prior to when we
were supposed to start calving. We milked her for close to a month
before we had a twin to graft onto her, and she bonded with it instantly.
She is a sweet heart to work with and just wants to be a mom. She is
also a beautiful put together cow, with a very strong pedigree. In the
words of Karen, he’s super good.

35

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

48G

ZDS 48G CA-1324078 22/12/2019 Full Fleckvieh

BLCC MR ADONIS 30X
SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S
R-FIVE MALTESE
FGAF SHANTI 121P
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
FGAF WINDSURFER 820Y
ANCHOR D FIESTA 302Y

“Courage” is a bull that you appreciate much more with time. Many
of these “Ulysses” calves start out super small, and then turn on the
jets, “Courage” fits that profile to a ‘T’. With the shot of “Windsurfer”
in the back this is a bull that will mature and be an extremely stout,
easy keeping bull. The dam of “Courage” is just a second calver with
last year’s bull selling to Colin Foster, AB. I think this bull will be a pretty
legitimate calving ease contender as well, as her first calf was under
70 lbs at birth. With her being a direct daughter of “Barbossa” I can
almost guarantee he will calve great.

36

ANCHOR D HAGGARD

431H

ZDS 431H CA-1324114 01/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
		
ANCHOR D ULYSSES 530E
		
FGAF PRECIOUS THING 402T
		
		
ANCHOR D MR GIBBS 20Z
		
ANCHOR D DAKOTA 431D
		
ANCHOR D ZEON 218Z
		

BLCC MR ADONIS 30X
SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S
R-FIVE MALTESE
FGAF SHANTI 121P
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D TYRA 20T
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
ANCHOR D NEON 146U

“Haggard” is a maternal brother to “Gibraltar” our second high selling
bull last year going to DJ Farms, ON. This is a bull that has stood out
all along. This is a big time performance bull that comes with a great
cow family that has proven time and time again how productive they
really are. 5 cows in a row (Dakota, Zeon, Neon, Hera & Herlinde)
that have not only produced sale toppers for us, but their offspring
have gone on to do the same thing. Very little guess work here, just a
big time performance bull with a huge list accolades that are longer
than a Joe Farris smoke break. This is one of the bulls we pictured in
November which we didn’t get repictured again in December. He has
really matured since this photo was taken.

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

107 lbs
955 lbs
832 lbs
1270 lbs
1336 lbs
3.69 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

90 lbs
700 lbs
700 lbs
1070 lbs
1180 lbs
3.21 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

110 lbs
755 lbs
700 lbs
1060 lbs
1188 lbs
3.27 lbs

37 ANCHOR D GARREN’S DARTANIAN
ADR 466H CA-1324220 12/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
		
ANCHOR D ULYSSES 530E
		
FGAF PRECIOUS THING 402T
		
		
ANCHOR D MR GIBBS 20Z
		

BLCC MR ADONIS 30X
SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S
R-FIVE MALTESE
FGAF SHANTI 121P
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D TYRA 20T
ANCHOR D GARREN’S D’ARCY 466D BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
		
ANCHOR D ZINOMA 357Z
		
ANCHOR D SINOMA 69S

Another very typical “Ulysses” son. Very stout made, extra thickness,
big top, big hip. This has been a pretty solid producing young cow for
Garren. This is her third calf, her first selling to Wyatt Dahm, second
was slated to be in the fall production sale but had to be removed due
to a back injury and now “Dartanian”. This young cow has done a nice
job in moderating birth weights (89, 90, 92). Her mother is very similar
being super productive, and all tracing back to the “Star Gazer” cow
family. “Dartanian” may not be the first bull you notice in the bull pen
but I think when you stop an analyze him you will really appreciate
him, right down to his dark pigmented hooves.

38

ANCHOR D HERITAGE

50H

ZDS 50H CA-1324338 21/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
		
ANCHOR D ULYSSES 530E
		
FGAF PRECIOUS THING 402T
		
		
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
		
ANCHOR D ABBA 50A
		
ANCHOR D REBA 353Z
		

BLCC MR ADONIS 30X
SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S
R-FIVE MALTESE
FGAF SHANTI 121P
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
ANCHOR “T” HELGA 10Y
ROGANT
ANCHOR D RACHEL 123R

“Heritage” comes from a great producing cow for us. Her first calf
“Denay” is the dam of lot#16, her second calf sold to Bill Orlick, #3
a bull sold to Matt & Shauna Elines, #4 Mackenzie’s show heifer last
year, and now “Heritage”. She is just one of those cows we expect
good results from. This is a big dark red, heavy pigmented bull that will
transmit extra pounds into your calves in the fall. Boy you will love a
pen full of steers produced by this bugger.

2021 bull
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ANCHOR D HAMPTON

		
SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
		
ANCHOR D ULYSSES 530E
		
FGAF PRECIOUS THING 402T
		
		
BHR ORANGE RIVER G558E
		
ANCHOR D MYSTIQUE 103A
		
ANCHOR D GJENNA 328Y
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

115 lbs
745 lbs
773 lbs
1060 lbs
lbs
3.58 lbs

103H

ZDS 103H CA-1324500 18/02/2020 Full Fleckvieh
BLCC MR ADONIS 30X
SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S
R-FIVE MALTESE
FGAF SHANTI 121P
MON-BIJOU MAGNUM
CONGOSIM SUSI
GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F
JERICO’S DOROTHY JANE 1D

Perhaps one of the thickest made bulls in the whole sale. “Hampton”
comes from a line of huge performance (see lot #2 for grandmother), as
well as a bull with a very different pedigree. We were fortunate enough
to get semen on “Orange River” you will not find many of these in
Canada. When I first seen this bull in person in Texas, I was immediately
impressed. Then when we seen his offspring just that much more so.
Because it is not easy to find we used it very sparingly on a few top
end cows. Hampton will be one of the youngest in this year’s sale, but
is a bull that you will notice. Huge potential here, don’t pass him by.

40

ANCHOR D GUINNESS

510G

ZDS 510G Appplied for 14/12/2019 Polled Full Fleckvieh

		
SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
		
BLACK GOLD ELEVATION 20E
		
BLACK GOLD MS FLORA 84B
		
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
ANCHOR D ZILEY 392Z
		
HEMR MILEY 7W
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

78 lbs
685 lbs
554 lbs
975 lbs
1018 lbs
2.69 lbs

For the record you can’t judge a book by its cover. We need to start
the story of “Guinness” off by you knowing he was orphaned the
end of May, so keep in mind he has done pretty well. He is our only
“Elevation” calf to sell and his dam is none other than “Ziley” making
him a maternal brother to “Raptor”. Yes he is small, and a little behind
his classmates, but with his pedigree and story in mind I do think he
is a diamond in the rough. His numbers don’t tell the whole story as
he has certainly kept pace after coming off grass. Also note the birth
weight and this pedigree. He very well could be a bomb proof, polled
bull that will work on your heifers for years. His pedigree certainly says
so. This could be a better investment than going to Vegas, you can’t go
there now anyways, let it ride right here with “Guinness”.
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ANCHOR D HOBBS

20

Genetic

edge

115 lbs
850 lbs
771 lbs
1155 lbs
1259 lbs
3.48 lbs

505H

ZDS 505H CA-T1324277 13/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
VIRGINIA MAXIMUS
		
ANCHOR D RAPTOR 392C
		
ANCHOR D ZILEY 392Z
		
		
ANCHOR D MONTANA 94M
		
ANCHOR D UNIQUE 19U
		
ANCHOR D CHER 100S
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

BLCC MR ADONIS 30X
SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S
BAR 5 FF HEXAGON 412Y
MFI FLORA 6144
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
CEN THROTTLE 502T
R-FIVE NAKEISHA

CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA MS REBECCA
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
HEMR MILEY 7W
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
ANCHOR D KANADIAN EXPRESS
GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F
MISS ARNOLD E5501

“Hobbs” has a little different make up and structure than the bulk
of our pen. He is a much larger framed bull in my opinion that is just
really starting to find his grove now. This is a bull I would certainly steer
towards someone looking to add some stretch and frame in either a
set of straight British cows or smaller framed exotics. He comes via our
ET program from our old “Unique” cow. This is a cow that has been
super productive for us and we actually just shipped her this fall as
she was beginning to get a bit arthritic. She left some great cattle in
her time and the cross with “Raptor” I think this bull will really turn
into something special.

Full Brothers
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ANCHOR D HULK

506H

ZDS 506H CA-T1324387 28/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
BHR DOORN G629E
		
SHAWACRES JAHARI 50L
		
MISS SHAWACRES HEIDI 1H
		
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
ANCHOR D KAEL 255C
		
ANCHOR D RUBY RED 198A
		

OVERAL BIRNER
WISP-WILL PETAL
GREAT GUNS MOSES 50D
RHY FAYE 13F
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D RUBY 233U

The sire of “Hulk & Habenaro””, “Jahari” is a bull we have
always really admired. He is a bull we used for many years to add
thickness, power & performance, all in a very attractive package.
We aren’t blessed with an abundance of semen inventory on
him so we do use it rather sparingly. The dam of these two bulls,
“Kael” is a former high seller in our production sale that is now
co-owned with Canadian Donors. This young cow has already
made a significant impact in several herds, and she boasts 4 sons
in this year’s sale. This will be a great cross and no matter who ever
buys either of them, I think they will be super happy with the job
they will do. I realize there is a bit more birth weight and keep in
mind they are embryo calves which always tend to be bigger at
birth. We aren’t really as focused on what the actual birth weight
is rather than calving ease itself. Much like you we don’t like
pulling calves, so we are confident these bulls will calve well on
mature cows. With that in mind I point you towards “Ulysses” a
larger birth weight ET bull who has produced a 91 lb. birth weight
average to date. This pair will be great purchases.
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ANCHOR D HABENARO

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

113 lbs
845 lbs
804 lbs
1135 lbs
1268 lbs
3.58 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

122 lbs
915 lbs
899 lbs
1120 lbs
1227 lbs
3.62 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

95 lbs
895 lbs
796 lbs
1125 lbs
1164 lbs
3.37 lbs

564H

ZDS 564H CA-T1324443 05/02/2020 Full Fleckvieh

44

ANCHOR D KAEL 255C
Dam to Lots 10, 42,
43 & 44

ANCHOR D HI

TECH 511H

ZDS 511H CA-T1324214 11/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
BLCC MR ADONIS 30X
		

DOUBLE BAR D ADONIS 603N
BLCC MISS HOUSTON 144U

SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z SOUTH SEVEN NAVIGATOR 33N

		
SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S
		
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
ANCHOR D KAEL 255C
		
ANCHOR D RUBY RED 198A
		

DFM ELMIRA 543E
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D RUBY 233U

“Hi Tech” is a bull with a very bright future. “Mr. Adonis” has done a
tremendous job in many herds, and once again “Hi Tech” comes from
the great “Kael” cow. He will be a bull that should moderate birth
weights and still give ample growth while maintaining style, and
add plenty of thickness. He will be a bull that will produce superior
replacement females and a wicked set of males. You have to really
admire his thickness, and look at the tremendous hair coat he possesses,
as well as his great color pattern, red to the hoof. A set of steer calves
by him in the feedlot would be awesome. This is just a great bull that
can work anywhere for anyone on any type of cow.
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REFERENCE SIRE

AEGON

GHBE 26C 1145913 26-01-2015 Full Fleckvieh
		
WLSF KALIBER
		
WLSF KALIBNER
		
WLSF PEGNER
		
		
VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
		
SIBELLE DANEARIS 11Z
		
SIBELLE QUEEN 16W
		

BW
WW
Adj. WW
YW
Adj. YW

102 lbs
872 lbs
858 lbs
1264 lbs
1381 lbs

This will be our final calf crop for “Aegon”, as he is now working the
pastures at Diamond Rio Ranch. The Predigers have been great bull
customers and friends over the years so when they were needing a
mature bull to fill a gap “Aegon” was let go. He is a tremendously
sound bull, who moves like a cat. He is extremely easy keeping, with
tremendous thickness and natural muscling. This summer when I was
in Quebec I had a look at both his dam and grand dam again who
are 8 & 11 years old and neither show any sign of slowing down.
His sire also bred until I believe age 10, so look to his sons to add
longevity into your program. They will also add strong foot structure,
ease of fleshing and muscling to a calf crop. They will be a bit more
moderate in frame, and be as functional of sire group as we offer. The
“Aegon” daughters we have producing in our herd are superb, and
have absolutely flawless udders. These will be female producing bulls.
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ANCHOR D HAYDEN

102 lbs
815 lbs
744 lbs
1120 lbs
1232 lbs
3.41 lbs

62H

ZDS 62H CA-1324320 17/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
WLSF KALIBNER
		
SIBELLE AEGON 26C
		
SIBELLE DANEARIS 11Z
		
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
ANCHOR D BRIA 62B
		
ANCHOR D COMET 232Y
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

KLYBER
WLSF KALINIK
OVERAL BIRNER
WISP-WILL PEGGY 5TH
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA MS. NECKLACE 97N
BBBG WRANGLER 3S
SIBELLE QUEENE FLECK

WLSF KALIBER
WLSF PEGNER
VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE QUEEN 16W
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D HAYLEY’S COMET

“Hayden” comes to you from a favorite cow of mine “Bria”, I know
every herd has one just like her, the unsung hero of the group. She is
a beautiful cow to look at put together perfectly, great feet and udder
always in show condition, and is yet one of the cows that just somehow
never really show up on the radar, but ALWAYS produces a top calf. The
full sister to “Hayden” sold in the production sale this fall as one of
the high sellers to Croft Creek Ranch. “Hayden” is a bull I appreciate
more and more each day and I feel he is going to develop into a carbon
copy of his sire. This will be a great bull.

46

ANCHOR D HAEGON

279H

ZDS 279H CA-P1324344 21/01/2020 Polled Full Fleckvieh

		
WLSF KALIBNER
		
SIBELLE AEGON 26C
		
SIBELLE DANEARIS 11Z
		
		
BLACK GOLD MOOMBA 22B
		
ANCHOR D ELEXIS 279E
		
ANCHOR D LEXI 4Y
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

22

Genetic

edge

98 lbs
745 lbs
723 lbs
1020 lbs
1163 lbs
3.15 lbs

WLSF KALIBER
WLSF PEGNER
VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE QUEEN 16W
SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
SALMON ARM ALPEN 2ND
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
DORA LEE ELEXIS

“Haegon” has been a calf we have paid close attention to right from
birth. He is a cool calf and has always had a special look about him.
He is a bit different in pedigree, especially for a Polled bull, and he
certainly possesses a little extra thickness and muscle shape as well.
“Haegon” comes from the “Elexis” cow family, and although his dam
is just a youngster she already appears to be very productive. Her first
calf was sold this fall in our production sale to the Ford’s in Irma. Lots
of potential with “Haegon”.

47 ANCHOR D MACS HARRY 173H
MACS 173H CA-1324399 30/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
WLSF KALIBNER
		
SIBELLE AEGON 26C
		
SIBELLE DANEARIS 11Z
		

		
SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M
		
LAZY RS MISS DONNA FF
		
LAZY RS MISS BARR FF
		

WLSF KALIBER
WLSF PEGNER
VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE QUEEN 16W
GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F
JERICO’S DEIRDRE 21D
ANCHOR “T” RUSTY 59G
LAZY RS MISS PASSION FF13

“Harry” is another of Mackenzie’s bulls, coming from a very nice
young cow she purchased from Ralph Burns. She is a direct daughter
of “Molson” from a “Rusty” cow so there is no lack of performance
there, and we have really come to admire the cattle produced from Lazy
RS as they are no nonsense highly productive cattle that just flat out
work, besides they are super great people. I think “Harry” is another
bull that will mature into a pure beef machine much like his sire, that
will have just a titch more performance in him.

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

97 lbs
760 lbs
740 lbs
1020 lbs
1156 lbs
3.24 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

108 lbs
780 lbs
758 lbs
1005 lbs
1118 lbs
3.22 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

95 lbs
675 lbs
724 lbs
940 lbs
lbs
3.25 lbs

48 ANCHOR D GARREN’S REMMIE 210H

ADR 210H CA-1324419 02/02/2020 Full Fleckvieh Fullblood
		
WLSF KALIBNER
		
SIBELLE AEGON 26C
		
SIBELLE DANEARIS 11Z
		
		
ANCHOR D DAMASCUS 213U
		
ANCHOR D LIDIA 210A
		
ANCHOR D VIDALIA 32U
		

WLSF KALIBER
WLSF PEGNER
VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE QUEEN 16W
ANTONIUS
PRL PALLISADE 23P
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D MESQUITE 72P

This may be the sleeper of this particular sire group. “Remmie’s” dam
has been a very good producer for Garren, and comes from a great cow
family that goes back to one of our very best if not the best “Native
Son” daughters to ever work here in “Mesquite”. This cow was like a
license to print money. She had 12 natural calves, 8 bulls every one of
them making the sale pen and 4 daughters, who have carried on right
where she left off. This will be a bull that I would use on a set of cows
you don’t want to make many changes with but just maintain the type
they are. Then when you sort your calves off in the fall slip as many of
his daughters in to the replacement pen as possible. I’m certain they
will do nothing but make you money.

49

ANCHOR D HAGAN

68H

ZDS 68H CA-1324513 25/02/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
WLSF KALIBNER
		
SIBELLE AEGON 26C
		
SIBELLE DANEARIS 11Z
		
		
ANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X
		
ROCKING R BADU
		
ROCKING R MS UREGIS
		

WLSF KALIBER
WLSF PEGNER
VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE QUEEN 16W
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D TIA 235T
TJRO SULTAN 5S
ROCKING R MS SELDOM 9S

“Hagan” is another youngster in this year’s sale. His dam is a really
nice cow that came to us in the Rocking R herd. She unfortunately had
a set of twins the year before last so it slid her back considerably in
calving, but she bounced right back and bred up early again this year.
“Hagan” is a very honest bull and like the other “Aegon’s” will be a
bit more moderate in frame and possess a little extra thickness. He’s
a bull we actually notice quite often in the group, maybe because of
his unique marking on his tail, but I think more so because of how
complete he really is. I dare say this is one of those bulls that if he was
an early January born individual you would quickly gravitate to. He is
virtually 2 months younger than the majority of the pen so keep that
in mind when you look at him, he’s pretty darn good.

2021 bull

sale

23

REFERENCE SIRE

MR GIBBS

ADR 20Z 770342 07-01-2012 Full Fleckvieh
		
DORSIM MASSIE
		
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
		
TOVERBERG ERIKA
		
		
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
		
ANCHOR D TYRA 20T
		
ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N
		

BW
WW
Adj. WW
YW
Adj. YW

114 lbs
1015 lbs
875 lbs
1285 lbs
1339 lbs

LEEUPOORT GARY KIRSTEN
DORSIM MARIE
KYKSO KALGER
TOVERBERG ELSA
DOUBLE BAR D BUSTER 801L
SOUTH SEVEN FLECK 16F
RICHMOND REGIS
ANCHOR D JAVA 31M

A bit of sadness to report with “Mr.Gibbs” he has bred two groups of
cows every year ever since he was a yearling, so he is a bull that typically
breeds 70-80 cows per year. Last year for some reason he shot blanks for
us, but very happy in the fact he recovered enough to breed the second
group of cows at Sanderson’s. So there will be no “Mr. Gibbs” bulls in next
year’s sale, but let’s cross our fingers and hope to see more in the 2023
Bull Sale. “Mr. Gibbs” has done an amazing job for us. He provides extra
growth, length, adds hair, extra thickness, tremendous dispositions, and it
appears both his sons and daughters are passing those traits on as well.
For whatever reason when used on single polled cows we get about 75%
coming back polled. He also boasts having sired last year’s high selling bull
“Ozark” and was the grandsire to the second high seller “Gibraltar” and
also averaged $11,435 on his sire group. This group of sons will certainly
give you extra power, a solid set you can wade into with confidence.

50

ANCHOR D GARRISON

3G

ZDS 3G CA-1324098 27/12/2019 Full Fleckvieh

		
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
		
ANCHOR D MR GIBBS 20Z
		
ANCHOR D TYRA 20T
		
		
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
		

DORSIM MASSIE
TOVERBERG ERIKA
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
ANCHOR “T” HELGA 10Y
ROCKING R MS LEGEND 3Y
		
GRINALTA’S EXCEL 8N
ROCKING R POL EXCELLENCE
		
BGL BLANDA 607S

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

89 lbs
765 lbs
651 lbs
1080 lbs
1155 lbs
3.09 lbs

“Garrison” would be the only calf in the “Mr. Gibbs” group that
doesn’t typically fit his style and profile. He is a bit more moderate
in make- up and doesn’t have quite the performance his brothers do,
likely a bit more calving ease going back to the “Legend” on his dams
side. He does however possess the same great hair coat, and heavy
pigmentation most of them do have. Although his dam is an older cow
she is new to our program with this being her second calf for us. She
produced a stellar heifer which we sold in the production sale this fall
to Kindred Spirit, SK and if you search her progeny you will see she
is a cow that will moderate birth weights. I think “Garrison” is a bull
that will certainly keep the birth weight number in check while still
maintaining a degree of extra performance. Pretty useful bull for a
wide variety of herds.

51

ANCHOR D HARPER

		
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
		
ANCHOR D MR GIBBS 20Z
		
ANCHOR D TYRA 20T
		
		
CEN THROTTLE 502T
		
HEMR SADIE 2Y
		
HEMR SONYA 25S
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

24

Genetic

edge

99 lbs
760 lbs
673 lbs
1055 lbs
1145 lbs
3.11 lbs

202H

ZDS 202H CA-1324173 06/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh
DORSIM MASSIE
TOVERBERG ERIKA
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N
IPU ENDEVOR 75M
CEN MISS NICOLE 513N
PRL PHILEDELPHIA 49P
MRLN DULCIE

The dam of “Harper” isn’t a cow we raised but a cow family we really
admired. So much so that we ended up buying her, her mother and
her grandmother “Dulcie” who was then entered into our donor pen.
If you see one of these cows, then you seen them all as they were
carbon copies of each other. Big broody capacious cows, with huge
tops, extremely gentle, and huge feet. If a twister rolled through they
could be the only cows left still standing they were that solid. “Harper”
is a bull that can be overlooked somewhat in a pen of 120 bulls, but
trust me when you find him and truly pick him apart he’s all there.
This is a bull I really think whoever gets him will look like an absolute
genius by the end of sale season. A little more common in the color
department but has all the fixins’ to make him good. One of the bulls
I highly suggest you make the effort to look at he will be right.

52

ANCHOR D HENLEY

116H

ZDS 116H CA-P1324182 07/01/2020 Polled Full Fleckvieh

		
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
		
ANCHOR D MR GIBBS 20Z
		
ANCHOR D TYRA 20T
		
		
ANCHOR D PICASSO 295P
		
ANCHOR D EXQUISITE 116X
		
ANCHOR D PRIMROSE 10P
		

DORSIM MASSIE
TOVERBERG ERIKA
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N
EISENHERZ
ANCHOR D MOLLY 52J
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
ANCHOR D KATAHULA 75K

Well when it’s not broke don’t fix it. “Exquisite” has been an super
productive cow for us. She’s another of those cows you just expect is
going to give the goods. You will see we have bred her to “Mr. Gibbs”
several times, with full brothers to “Henley” working for Grant Bailey,
Sande Cattle Co, and last year’s full brother going to Sagwich Land &
Livestock in Oregon. There are also ½ sibs at Frankanlil Farms, Brain
Mardy’s & Nolara Farms. This is a cow that simply does it time and
time again, and the majority of her offspring have also been polled.
Don’t pass “Henley” by he is a big time bull.

53

115 lbs
925 lbs
818 lbs
1160 lbs
1194 lbs
3.43 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

105 lbs
880 lbs
809 lbs
1200 lbs
1321 lbs
3.65 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

104 lbs
755 lbs
690 lbs
1020 lbs
1114 lbs
3.11 lbs

ANCHOR D

GIBBSON’S FINEST 207H

ZDS 207H CA-1324315 16/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
		
ANCHOR D MR GIBBS 20Z
		
ANCHOR D TYRA 20T
		
		
PASTA
		
TRYON PHOENIX FF22C
		
TRYON MS PATTY FF27A
		

DORSIM MASSIE
TOVERBERG ERIKA
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N
PARIS
KORINA
SOLWAY ADONIS
TRYON GABI FF27U

“Gibbson’s Finest” I feel is the finest of the “Mr. Gibbs” sons this
year. (See what I did there, little play on words.) He too has been a
standout right from birth. He is a bull with not just a different pedigree
on the bottom, but a pedigree that has a little extra marketability in
it, “Pasta, Solway Adonis, Iglhoff, Bavarian, Bold, Panzer” yep there
is some uniqueness to this one. As a first calver his dam produced
one of our high selling bred heifers by “Raptor” who sold to Javier
Jauregui in Mexico. This little cow can get it done, and the grand dam
of “Gibbson’s Finest” is “Patty”, the former high seller in the Eastern
Harvest sale for $36,000 who we fast tracked into our donor pen. This
bull is bred to work and bred to be good, he is the finest.

54

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

ANCHOR D HITO

399H

ZDS 399H CA-1324319 17/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
		
ANCHOR D MR GIBBS 20Z
		
ANCHOR D TYRA 20T
		
		
CEN THROTTLE 502T
		
ANCHOR D GENIA 399Z
		
PHS UGENIA FALLS 28U
		

DORSIM MASSIE
TOVERBERG ERIKA
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N
IPU ENDEVOR 75M
CEN MISS NICOLE 513N
BAR 5 SA KAPTAIN 427R
BHR BARONESS SA 2857P

“Hito” is a full brother to the bull who was to be Lot #1 in last year’s
sale. We ended up pulling him due to being deferred semen, which is
really a shame as he is a phenomenal individual, but was sold later last
spring to Walt & Val Hedges. The dam of “Hito” is a cow that always gets
it done and has additional sons working at Waterton, OB & Camrose
Colonies. This is a bomb proof cow and you know my thoughts already
on “Mr. Gibbs” very little guess work here. This guy will sire groups of
sought after feedlot steers.

2021 bull

sale
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55

ANCHOR D HUNTLEY

		
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
		
ANCHOR D MR GIBBS 20Z
		
ANCHOR D TYRA 20T
		
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
ANCHOR D ZEON 218Z
		
ANCHOR D NEON 146U
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

102 lbs
865 lbs
797 lbs
1110 lbs
1189 lbs
3.42 lbs

218H

ZDS 218H CA-1324332 20/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh
DORSIM MASSIE
TOVERBERG ERIKA
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
BAR 5 SA EVAN 440L
ANCHOR D HERA 105K

I have to admit we typically don’t care if we have a bull or heifer calf
as long as they are alive and healthy, but there is always that odd cow
you cross your fingers hoping for that special one. I was really hoping
that “Huntley” was going to be a heifer. His dam “Zeon” is one of our
unsung heroes, and the daughters she has in production are out of
this world. “Dakota” produced our second high seller in last year’s sale
going to DJ Farms. Her next daughter “Edwinna” was a former lead off
lot and high seller in our fall production sale, selling to Ferme Gagnon,
PQ. She then turned around and delivered a high seller for them in the
calf she was carrying, selling to Mark Land & Cattle. Her bull calves
have be no slouches either. Somehow “Huntly” came straight white
faced but trust me when I tell you he will be damn good. Don’t get
caught sleeping when he sells, he will be worth the chips.

REFERENCE SIRE

PRECISION

VIRS 16C CA-1135400 19/01/2015 Full Fleckvieh
		
CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
		
VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z
		
SS LEGACY 5U FF
		
		
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
		
BROCK YODA
		
BRK PLAY MATE
		

BW
WW
Adj. WW
YW
Adj. YW

102 lbs
830 lbs
782 lbs
1425 lbs
1286 lbs

MF MR. EVAN 14P
CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M
RICOCHET PARIS 419P
METRO
GISELA
PORTERHOUSE KAMUS 113K
BROCK MISS LAKEEKA

We quite often rename bulls when we buy them but this is the name
“Precision” came with. If I was to rename him today it would be
“Secret Weapon”, as that is just what he is. He is a bull that doesn’t
receive the credit he deserves. He has worked in our heifer pen right
from day one, servicing a handful of cows as well. Next year it looks
like he will receive all cows just due to his size, but my goodness this
bull has been a great addition to our bull battery. He calves great but
WOWZERS are the calves good. We are greedy and don’t just want
a calf off of our first calvers, we want them to measure up in the
pen. “Precision” certainly does that. (see the footnotes on lot #55).
He has the second largest sire group in this year’s sale, a pretty big
statement as well considering the bulk of his group is first calvers. Dig
in with confidence this is a string of bulls that will moderate birth add
thickness, and man do we ever like his daughters. He’s the real deal.

56

ANCHOR D SANTIAGO

120G

ADR 120G CA-1324074 21/12/2019 Full Fleckvieh

		
VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z
		
VIRGINIA PRECISION 16C
		
BROCK YODA
		

CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
SS LEGACY 5U FF
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
BRK PLAY MATE
		
SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
BLACK GOLD MOOMBA 22B
		
SALMON ARM ALPEN 2ND
ANCHOR
D
GARRENS
SARATOGA
120D
		
DOUBLE BAR D INTUITION
ANCHOR D SARATOGA 77B
		
ANCHOR D SARAH 25X

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

26

Genetic

edge

104 lbs
870 lbs
752 lbs
1225 lbs
1320 lbs
3.45 lbs

There are zero questions that “Santiago” is one of the studs in the pen.
This is another of Garren’s bulls, and man does he have a wicked set of
calves and “Santiago” could be the quarterback. Garren has 10 bulls
in this year’s sale 6 of which all trace back to this cow family, not to
mention the fact this is the same cow family that produced “Mr. Gibbs”.
I absolutely love this calf, and as I mentioned we did utilize “Precision”
on a few cows as well. This cow was bred this way last year as well
and had an awesome bull calf which unfortunately was culled after
weaning due to injury. That’s how much we liked that calf at birth to
make sure she went back in the same pen. Be sure to have a good look
at this bull he’s all there. He’s thick and beefy yet still will maintain
enough calving ease combined with performance. One of my top picks.

57

ANCHOR D CRUISE

264G

ZDS 264G CA-1324100 28/12/2019 Full Fleckvieh

		
VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z
		
VIRGINIA PRECISION 16C
		
BROCK YODA
		
		
BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
ANCHOR D FAY 264F
		
ANCHOR D AVA 41A
		

CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
SS LEGACY 5U FF
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
BRK PLAY MATE
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
ANCHOR D ZENITH 250Z

“Cruise” is a bonafied calving ease bull in my mind. His dam was
absolutely one of my favorites in the first calvers group last year, and
still looks the part. This is a stacked pedigree of calving ease bulls
with performance. “Precision, Epic, Barbossa”, then back to the great
“Cher” cow family. I think this is a bull that could very well breed every
bit as good as his sire maybe even better, and with his pedigree there
is no doubt in my mind he will be consistent. The maternal merits of
this bull are outstanding as well. This is an incredible cow family, you
can’t go wrong on this one. Put him in your heifer pen and they will
be on “Cruise” control.

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

89 lbs
730 lbs
686 lbs
1050 lbs
1198 lbs
3.02 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

92 lbs
835 lbs
752 lbs
1110 lbs
1192 lbs
3.24 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

94 lbs
810 lbs
710 lbs
1090 lbs
1158 lbs
3.18 lbs

58 ANCHOR D MACS HERCULES 500H
MACS 500H CA-1324123 02/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z
		
VIRGINIA PRECISION 16C
		
BROCK YODA
		
		
BLACK GOLD MOOMBA 22B
		
ANCHOR D MACS MARILYN 500E
		
ANCHOR D KATE 153Y
		

CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
SS LEGACY 5U FF
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
BRK PLAY MATE
SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
SALMON ARM ALPEN 2ND
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D CHER 100S

This is just the second calf for “Marilyn” with her first being sold
this fall in our production sale to Century Simmentals. “Hercules” is
a calf I really appreciate how complete he is. He is a bull with a very
modest birth weight, structurally flawless, perfectly marked, honest
performance, great pedigree, backed by a superior cow family once
again tracing back to “Cher”. His grand dam “Kate” was Mackenzie’s
National YCSA Champion cow as a first calver, and has been a great
producer for her ever since. I like the potential of this bull as well as
being yet another bull giving you the options of either using him in your
heifer pen or on your mature cows. Bulls like this are of extra value to
me because of their versatility.

59 ANCHOR D MACS HARLEY 136H

MACS 136H CA-1324139 02/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh Fullblood
		
CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z
		
SS LEGACY 5U FF
VIRGINIA
PRECISION
16C
		
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
BROCK YODA
		
BRK PLAY MATE
		
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
FGAF WINDSURFER 820Y
		
JB CDN KANANASKIS 4019
ANCHOR D MACS LIBERTY136D SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
		
ANCHOR D DIXIE 347X
		
ANCHOR D SASSY 104S

“Harley” is a full brother to one of the bulls I pegged as a front
ender in last year’s sale, selling to Morsan Farms. He unfortunately
degenerated, but if you wanted to make one thick, deep and hairy he
was the one. I expect “Harley” to develop and mature just like him.
Once again another extremely stout made bull that still possesses
plenty of style and eye appeal, maintaining a moderate birth weight,
still transmitting adequate performance. A very solid made rancher
bull that absolutely anyone can use on any type of cattle. This is a bull
that will only compliment the great traits you already have and bring
out the best qualities.

2021 bull

sale
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60

ANCHOR D FARKEL

		
VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z
		
VIRGINIA PRECISION 16C
		
BROCK YODA
		
		
BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
ANCHOR D FELESHA 395F
		
ANCHOR D REBA 353Z
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

83 lbs
690 lbs
674 lbs
1050 lbs
1250 lbs
3.11 lbs

ANCHOR D HELIX

ANCHOR D HOYT

28

Genetic

edge

203H

ZDS 203H CA-1324318 17/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z
		
VIRGINIA PRECISION 16C
		
BROCK YODA
		
		
VIRGINIA MAXIMUS
		
ANCHOR D DEANNA 203D
		
ANCHOR D BETTANNA 318A
		

105 lbs
730 lbs
678 lbs
1020 lbs
1142 lbs
3.11 lbs

CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
SS LEGACY 5U FF
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
BRK PLAY MATE
MFI JEREMIAH 9022
MFI FRIEDA 3077
VIRGINIA MAXIMUS
ANCHOR D PEACH 265U

“Helix” is another dark red calving ease bull from a first calver. I always
find the toughest bulls to source are the legitimate heifer bulls. For
one we naturally gravitate to the performance bulls, especially when
they are all in the same pen, it’s pretty tough to look past those big
powerhouses. The second thing is to find the bull that will calve, but
also give you some bang for your buck. As I stated before I tend to be
greedy and want just a little more. These “Precision” sons are just that.
They will calve, but leave you a set of calves you will be super proud of
in the fall. Another bull that comes from a very strong cow family. The
old “Peach” cow also came to us via an embryo purchase from a cow
we quite liked. The old girl is coming with her 12th natural calf this year,
and has produced some dandy’s in her time. “Helix” is a great choice.

62

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

413H

ZDS 413H CA-1324199 09/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z
		
VIRGINIA PRECISION 16C
		
BROCK YODA
		
		
DOUBLE BAR D INTUITION
		
ANCHOR D FEODORA 413F
		
ANCHOR D BRISA 305B
		

85 lbs
695 lbs
682 lbs
970 lbs
1122 lbs
2.89 lbs

CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
SS LEGACY 5U FF
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
BRK PLAY MATE
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
ROGANT
ANCHOR D RACHEL 123R

“Farkel” is from just a first calving heifer, and is a very legitimate
contender to see a pen of heifers. Once again coming from a great
cow family. We have always been big believers in when we source a
cow family to do what we can to try and incorporate them into our
program. When I first saw the “Ashante” cow at BHR in Texas I was
awe struck. She ended up being the anchor of their program so when
the opportunity was offered to purchase a flush on her we took our
shot at it. “Farkel” is four generations removed from this great cow but
every generation has been great. This is a bull that is really turning it
on now here in early December. I think you will really appreciate him
that much more come sale day, and even that much more come spring.
He blends into his shoulder so well and with his birth weight I am
super confident in his calving ability. His color pattern is tremendous
and red to the hoof and will be a bull you can use on you black, red
or tans, he’ll do a job.
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BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

395H

ZDS 395H CA-1324187 07/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
SS LEGACY 5U FF
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
BRK PLAY MATE
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA MS REBECCA
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
ANCHOR D BETTINA 336Y

“Hoyt” had a minor setback after weaning so is a little behind where
we were expecting him to be at this time. Having said that with our
sale being as early as it is he will be more than ready come game time.
This is another of the calves that I appreciated the job “Precision” did
so much with his dam as a first calver, that we stuck her back in the
same pen for another round. Please note this is the same cow family
that is responsible for producing “Shazam”. His dam also raised our
high selling heifer this fall selling to MAVV Farms. As I said at the time
I am writing footnotes and we are picturing, he is a notch behind
where he should be. He is just starting to come around now, we can
see him making a move and he is going to be good. It’s not a sprint,
it’s a marathon and he’s in the game.
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ANCHOR D HOSSA

436H

ZDS 436H CA-1324349 23/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z
		

VIRGINIA PRECISION 16C

		
BROCK YODA
		
		
ANCHOR D MR GIBBS 20Z
		
ANCHOR D BREANNA 436B
		
ANCHOR D CHER 100S
		

CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
SS LEGACY 5U FF
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
BRK PLAY MATE
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D TYRA 20T
GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F
MISS ARNOLD E5501

This will be the third “Precision” bull tracing back to the “Cher” cow
family. All three come with moderate birth weights, all possess extra
thickness, are extremely sound footed free moving bulls with lots of
depth and capacity. “Hossa” will be another bull you will want to keep
several daughters from, and with him tracing back to “Mr. Gibbs” there
will be a bit more performance as well. He is a plainer colored bull but
do study him closely this will be a great bull. He is going to sire some
fabulous steer calves as well. Very rounded bull.

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

94 lbs
790 lbs
738 lbs
1105 lbs
1242 lbs
3.43 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

98 lbs
810 lbs
770 lbs
1045 lbs
1146 lbs
3.28 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

108 lbs
825 lbs
885 lbs
1050 lbs
lbs
3.63 lbs

64 ANCHOR D HEMINGWAY 247H
ZDS 247H CA-1324381 26/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z
		

VIRGINIA PRECISION 16C

		
BROCK YODA
		
		
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
		
ANCHOR D MARTINI 247X
		
ANCHOR D CHER 100S
		

CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
SS LEGACY 5U FF
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
BRK PLAY MATE
DOUBLE BAR D BUSTER 801L
SOUTH SEVEN FLECK 16F
GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F
MISS ARNOLD E5501

Dark red, thick and hairy. Same story these “Precision” sons come with
more moderate birth, and are bulls that will be very user friendly. You
can’t go wrong with this guy as “Hemingway” is a baby brother to a
former high seller, “High Noon”. I know I am sounding very repetitive
on this group but they are bulls that will work such a broad spectrum.
Step in on them with confidence, if you just want a down right honest
problem free bull that you don’t have to over think where or what to
use him on these are good solid picks.

65 ANCHOR D GARREN’S DR. NIVARIO
ADR29H CA-1324512 25/02/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z
		
VIRGINIA PRECISION 16C
		
BROCK YODA
		
		
VIRGINIA MAXIMUS
		
GARREN’S ISABELLE 29B
		
GARREN’S TARA 21X
		

CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
SS LEGACY 5U FF
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
BRK PLAY MATE
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA MS REBECCA
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D TYRA 20T

“Dr. Nivario” is easily another feature in this sire group. Please note
his birth date, as he is a late February born bull, but is all there. He has
been a standout all summer long, and at weaning bellied up to the bar
with the big boys and never looked back. His dam has not produced a
sale calf for under $7000, and produces them one after another. She
has offspring working at McMannus Simmentals, MB, Erskine Colony,
AB & Ferrybank Colony, AB. Garren showed “Isabelle” as a yearling
heifer in the YCS where she was the champion bred and owned female.
She is highly productive and an absolute gem to work with. If there
was ever a bull we have raised that was as comparable to his sire
“Precision” I think he’s the one. “Dr. Nivario” could very well be just
what the doctor ordered.
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66

ANCHOR D HARLAN

		
VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z
		
VIRGINIA PRECISION 16C
		
BROCK YODA
		
		
PRL PORTERHOUSE REGENT
		
ANCHOR D HERLINDE 154X
		
ANCHOR D HERA 105K
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

88 lbs
770 lbs
846 lbs
1050 lbs
lbs
3.67 lbs

ANCHOR D HUXTON

79H

ZDS 79H CA-1324519 01/03/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z
		
VIRGINIA PRECISION 16C
		
BROCK YODA
		
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		

ANCHOR D NINA 79B

		
ANCHOR D GENIA 44Z
		

92 lbs
730 lbs
803 lbs
1055 lbs
lbs
3.71 lbs

CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
SS LEGACY 5U FF
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
BRK PLAY MATE
ROGANT
MS PRL NITE ANCHOR 087B
SOLWAY ADONIS
DEMBY HERLINDE 154X

The last guy born in February, this is “Harlan”. We are moving into some
very proven genetics now. The dam of “Harlan” has been a favorite
cow of ours for many years. She is one of those females you can’t have
too many of. Low maintenance, easy keeping, docile, and a cow that
always moderates birth. Her largest calf was 99 lbs but she’s typically
in the mid 80’s. Her daughters have all been retained in our herd and
have done a great job for us. Her sons have sold to Pool’s Arrow Ranch,
Graff Simmentals, both in BC as well as last year’s full brother selling to
Northway Farms, AB. “Harlan” will be a bull to moderate birth weight,
add lots of pigmentation, be very easy fleshing and will be a rock star
at making momma cows. I’m a huge fan of this bull.
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BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

154H

ZDS 154H CA-1324517 28/02/2020 Full Fleckvieh

CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
SS LEGACY 5U FF
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
BRK PLAY MATE
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
ANCHOR D DAMASCUS 213U
PHS UGENIA FALLS 28U

“Huxton” is one of the few March calves we have put in the sale. He
is a full brother to “Disco” another former high seller, going to Yellow
Rose & Hampton Simmentals. This bull has done a masterful job for
their herd, and they have utilized him on both their Fullbloods and their
Red & Black Purebreds. This is the last “Precision” son in the catalogue
and I can’t express enough about the versatility of this sire group. They
are honestly bulls you can use anywhere. If you run multiple bulls in
a pasture this is a sire group I would say pick away at as they will be
bomb proof. With “Huxton” the guess work is already taken out when
you look at his full brothers’ track record. Buy with confidence.
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ANCHOR D OMAHA

307H

ZDS 307H CA-P1324281 13/01/2020 Polled Full Fleckvieh

		
FGAF SELDOM 835L
		
FGAF GUERRERO 810Y
		
NOSSATERRA REAL WISH 69U
		
		
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
		
DONOVANDALE FAITH
		
DONOVANDALE CALEIGH
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

30

Genetic

edge

87 lbs
775 lbs
764 lbs
1070 lbs
1236 lbs
3.22 lbs

OVERHALL HIVY
RAJ MS ARNOLD 21F
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
GIBBY’S RORY 25R
VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE GOLDA
SUNNY VALLEY DAKOTA 9Z
DFM 22P

“Omaha’ is from a first calving heifer we purchased from Donovandale
Simmentals. This is another female that stems back to a foundation cow
in which they have had huge success with in “22P”. Same philosophy
here, source females from foundation cows and develop a new line
around them. I really like the job this heifer did on “Omaha” as a first
calver, and I’m really excited about her future. “Omaha” is a “Gurrero”
with a whole lot more punch, but still comes with the built in calving
ease, and being Polled is purely a bonus. Remember the cows name
“Faith” I have a feeling she is going to make a significant contribution
to our herd in the upcoming years.

REFERENCE SIRE

RADIOACTIVE

FGAF 030E CA-P1204413 15/01/2017 Polled Full Fleckvieh
		
OVERHALL HIVY
FGAF SELDOM 835L
		
RAJ MS ARNOLD 21F
FGAF
GUERRERO
810Y
		
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
NOSSATERRA REAL WISH 69U
		
GIBBY’S RORY 25R
		
DOUBLE BAR D EVEREST 103U
DOUBLE BAR D SPITFIRE 20X
		
VIRGINIA MS TREASURE 4T
STARWEST ANGEL
		
DOUBLE BAR D ADONIS 603N
DOUBLE BAR D BARBL 506W
		
MRLN BARBL

Well I certainly wasn’t expecting that the first write up on
“Radioactive” for our bull sale catalogue that he would no longer
with us, but unfortunately that is the case. We lost this great young
herd bull this year at the end of breeding season with a broken foot.
We were hoping for him to have a recovery, but we ended up having
to euthanize him. In a short period of time though he has already
left an amazing impact. In 10 progeny sold this spring and fall they
have averaged an outstanding $10,250. Not to mention in the past
three production sales his semen has averaged $630/ straw. He was
an incredible breeding bull for us servicing 36 heifers this spring with
only 4 repeats on the first breeding. He will leave a huge void in our
pen, and truly be hard to replace. The first year we used him solely
on heifers, but we thought let’s see what he can do when we throw
some power at him. Check out lot #72 specifically, I think he will
answer all the questions. Once again the Polled factor is an absolute
bonus on this bull.
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ANCHOR D MACS HUGO

BW
WW
Adj. WW
YW
Adj. YW

85 lbs
840 lbs
753 lbs
1285 lbs
1244 lbs

300H

MACS 300H CA-1324130 01/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
FGAF GUERRERO 810Y
		

FGAF RADIOACTIVE 030E

		
STARWEST ANGEL
		
		
DOUBLE BAR D INTUITION
		
ANCHOR D MACS FUSHIA 300F
		
ANCHOR D MACS ELIZABETH
		

FGAF SELDOM 835L
NOSSATERRA REAL WISH 69U
DOUBLE BAR D SPITFIRE 20X
DOUBLE BAR D BARBL 506W
MFI JEREMIAH 9022
MFI FRIEDA 3077
ANCHOR D VIPER 103W
ANCHOR D ANGELICA 132Z

A true calving ease contender in “Hugo”. He comes from a beautiful
first calving heifer of Mackenzie’s going back to “Angelica”. She made
her mark as a first calver producing “Ego” who sold to Hairy Hill Cattle
Co, and now has influenced many herds through semen sales. “Hugo”
is a very smooth fronted bull, with very good length and nice muscle
shape. It certainly doesn’t hurt that his pedigree also boasts a shot of
“Viper” as well. This is a bull that not only looks the part but has a
pedigree that reads right too. He won’t mature to be the biggest bull,
nor is he bred to be but if you want a bull that should do an awesome
job in your heifer pen for many, many years then please take note.
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ANCHOR D HUMBERTO

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

86 lbs
685 lbs
656 lbs
960 lbs
1096 lbs
2.79 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

87 lbs
750 lbs
715 lbs
1055 lbs
1203 lbs
3.08 lbs

309H

ZDS 309H CA-P1324135 02/01/2020 Polled Full Fleckvieh

		
FGAF GUERRERO 810Y
		
FGAF RADIOACTIVE 030E
		
STARWEST ANGEL
		

		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
ANCHOR D FLORENTINE 309F
		
ANCHOR D DIVA 118D
		

FGAF SELDOM 835L
NOSSATERRA REAL WISH 69U
DOUBLE BAR D SPITFIRE 20X
DOUBLE BAR D BARBL 506W
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
ANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X
ANCHOR D BARCELONA 8Y

I guess I may have made a small mistake when we were pulling hair
for DNA to Polled test bulls, I missed checking if “Humberto” was
homozygous Polled. We knew we wouldn’t have info back in time for
the catalogue so we never tested him, but regardless he is polled but
more importantly he is good. He comes from a very nice “Barbossa”
daughter, so he certainly has built in calving ease and then traces back
to Mom’s favorite female “Diva 118D”. I’m pretty certain if we would
have sold her my own mother would have disowned me. Her mother
“Barcelona” has been no slouch either producing “Sorcerer” as a first
calver, yet another of our heifer bulls. Her only other son “Apex” is also
a former high seller working for Stone Simmentals. This pedigree alone
should give you confidence in his calving ability. I really like this bull.
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71

ANCHOR D HILSBORO

260H

ZDS 260H CA-P1324150 03/01/2020 Polled Full Fleckvieh

		
FGAF GUERRERO 810Y
		
FGAF RADIOACTIVE 030E
		
STARWEST ANGEL
		
		
DOUBLE BAR D MAESTRO 100S
		
ANCHOR D JOCELYN 260Y
		
JERICO’S DOROTHY JANE 1D
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

97 lbs
750 lbs
657 lbs
1080 lbs
1185 lbs
3.16 lbs

FGAF SELDOM 835L
NOSSATERRA REAL WISH 69U
DOUBLE BAR D SPITFIRE 20X
DOUBLE BAR D BARBL 506W
DOUBLE BARD MAKE M PLLED
DOUBLE BAR D JOCELINE
MFL UNIVERSE 28U
MS DD&E STAR GAZER 21B

“Hilsboro” is a Polled bull from a mature cow tracing back to none
other than “Dorothy Jane”. “Jocelyn” has been a great producer
for us over the years, producing her fair share of sale cattle. She has
sons working for Joe Dahm, Craigmyle Colony, Erskine Colony, Kevin
Cummings, as well as a daughter at Newton Creek Simmentals. She
has been super reliable, and I expect “Hilsboro” will make one happy
Rancher. He will be a bull that should keep birth weight in check,
have a high probability of making them polled and leave an extremely
marketable set of growthy calves in the process. A bull that will work
on a huge selection of cows.

72 ANCHOR D MACS HORATIO 31H
MACS 31H CA-1318897 04/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
FGAF GUERRERO 810Y
		
FGAF RADIOACTIVE 030E
		
STARWEST ANGEL
		
		
FGAF WINDSURFER 820Y
		
ANCHOR D TINKERBELL 31B
		
ANCHOR D TESS 224W
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

112 lbs
955 lbs
830 lbs
1265 lbs
1326 lbs
3.71 lbs

FGAF SELDOM 835L
NOSSATERRA REAL WISH 69U
DOUBLE BAR D SPITFIRE 20X
DOUBLE BAR D BARBL 506W
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
JB CDN KANANASKIS 4019
MFL UNIVERSE 28U
MS DD&E STAR GAZER 21B

“Horatio” put the “POW” in “POWER”. Some of you may already be
familiar with Mackenzie’s show cow “Tinkerbell”. This is a powerful
cow that is very tough to fault. She is one of the largest cows we own,
and I believe could give birth to a smart car with no effort. It doesn’t
seem to matter what we breed her to just expect this is the size of calf
she is going to deliver. If you want to build a powerful set of feedlot
steers then “Horatio” should be high on your list if not at the top. This
big bugger is stylish, but has all the goods too. Look at his incredible
length, and how deep his rear quarter carries on him. I’m not telling
you who the prettiest girl at the dance is, it depends who’s looking,
but I do know this guy will give you superior growth and turn that
into big dollars.
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ANCHOR D

HAPPY GILMOUR 525H

ZDS 525H CA-T1324321 17/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh
		
FGAF GUERRERO 810Y
		

FGAF RADIOACTIVE 030E

		
STARWEST ANGEL
		
		
R-FIVE MALTESE
		
FGAF PRECIOUS THING 402T
		
FGAF SHANTI 121P
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

32

Genetic

edge

95 lbs
845 lbs
775 lbs
1070 lbs
1135 lbs
3.26 lbs

FGAF SELDOM 835L
NOSSATERRA REAL WISH 69U
DOUBLE BAR D SPITFIRE 20X
DOUBLE BAR D BARBL 506W
GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F
FGAF SHE’S ALL THAT 724K
SHAWACRES JAHARI 50L
FGAF LEGEN’S CHARM 743K

This could be a power house combination. “Happy Gilmour” comes
from a very prolific cow in “Precious”. We were fortunate to have
partnered up with LaBatte Simmentals to own this great donor cow.
She has left some phenomenal offspring behind, including two of our
own herd bulls in “Ulysses & Matador”. We’ve already talked about the
attributes of “Radioactive”, so I think it’s fair to say “Happy Gilmour”
has a pretty good resume to become someone special. As I said this is
a bull that comes from our Embryo program, raised by a mature cow,
but I do feel he is a bull that not only boasts calving ease but a degree
of performance as well. A bull that should leave a mark for sure.
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ANCHOR D HEFNER

274H

ZDS 274H CA-P1324348 23/01/2020 Homozygous Polled Full
Fleckvieh
		
FGAF GUERRERO 810Y
		
FGAF RADIOACTIVE 030E
		
STARWEST ANGEL
		
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
ANCHOR D FLORE 274F
		
ANCHOR D ROSA 477D
		

FGAF SELDOM 835L
NOSSATERRA REAL WISH 69U
DOUBLE BAR D SPITFIRE 20X
DOUBLE BAR D BARBL 506W
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
ANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X
ANCHOR D BAJA ROSA 61P

Well let’s see who has studied their catalogue. “Hefner” aka “Hugh”
is a homozygous Polled Full Fleckvieh bull that can hardly wait to visit
your heifer pen. He is without question in my mind a calving ease
candidate, but has as much marketability as any bull we will sell this
year. His pedigree says he will calve, he is built like he will calve, and
with the Homo Polled factor I would bet if someone wants to dabble
in the semen market you could sell a bucket full of this guy. I do think
the calves will be good, but I also think the added value of having a
group of heifers bred to him could be substantial. Regardless of where
he goes or what becomes of him I do think he will be bullet proof.
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ANCHOR D FAME

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

84 lbs
680 lbs
701 lbs
1000 lbs
1213 lbs
3.11 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

87 lbs
650 lbs
690 lbs
935 lbs
1146 lbs
2.96 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

97 lbs
730 lbs
768 lbs
1025 lbs
1240 lbs
3.25 lbs

384H

ZDS 384H CA-P1324394 29/01/2020 Polled Full Fleckvieh

		
FGAF GUERRERO 810Y
		
FGAF RADIOACTIVE 030E
		
STARWEST ANGEL
		
		
BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
ANCHOR D FORTUNE 384F
		
ANCHOR D CHER 100S
		

FGAF SELDOM 835L
NOSSATERRA REAL WISH 69U
DOUBLE BAR D SPITFIRE 20X
DOUBLE BAR D BARBL 506W
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F
MISS ARNOLD E5501

“Fame” is a very moderate framed polled bull that fits in our calving
ease section. He is not bred to be a huge bull, so he is a bull that if
you choose to use him in your heifer pen you will get more time and
use out of him. He comes from the “Cher” cow family, so even though
we are pitching his angle as a calving ease bull, he is certainly not a
bull to overlook his maternal strengths on. This bull has a lot of things
going for him. Another thing we haven’t really talked about much in this
“Radioactive” sire group is their overall soundness. These are extremely
good footed, sound functional cattle. “Fame” might not be the biggest
but could return you a fortune on your investment.
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ANCHOR D FABULOUS

245H

ZDS 245H CA-P1324404 30/01/2020 Polled Full Fleckvieh

		
FGAF GUERRERO 810Y
		
FGAF RADIOACTIVE 030E
		
STARWEST ANGEL
		
		
VIRGINIA PRECISION 16C
		
ANCHOR D FABULOUS 245F
		
ANCHOR D DALE 311D
		

FGAF SELDOM 835L
NOSSATERRA REAL WISH 69U
DOUBLE BAR D SPITFIRE 20X
DOUBLE BAR D BARBL 506W
VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z
BROCK YODA
BLACK GOLD MOOMBA 22B
ANCHOR D OLIVIA 320Z

This guy does have a “Fabulous” pedigree. Now for whatever reason
his mother wanted absolutely no part of being a mom, so this will be
her only calf as we found him a foster mom who did love him. His mom
was a beautiful heifer with a perfect udder, great body, and was super
quiet but had zero motherhood instinct. “Fabulous” was raised by a
heifer, so growth wise he is comparable to where he should have been.
I have always really liked this guy, and I guess we got to know him a
little better due to the extra work to find him a mom, but he has always
had a look about him. Certainly not the big power blow you away look,
but always a soft very correct, he’s going to be somebody look. As I
said his pedigree certainly reads right, and comes from a powerful cow
family. This is a solid bull who will be “Fabulous”.
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REFERENCE SIRE

BARBOSSA

FGAF 707X 725835 10-01-2010 Polled Full Fleckvieh
		
HERMANUS
		
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
		
DOUBLE BAR D FLASHY 172R
		
		
ANCHOR ‘T’ LEGEND 7H
		
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
		
RAJ MS ARNIE 46F
		

BW
WW
Adj. WW
YW
Adj. YW

88 lbs
994 lbs
994 lbs
1462 lbs
1365 lbs

HOLZBACH
AURIKE
DOUBLE BARD MAKE M PLLED
GRINALTA’S POL FLASH
ANCHOR ‘T’ METRO 4E
ANCHOR ‘T’ HELGA 10Y
KLONDIKE ARNIE GNM 250Z
MY FANCY BAR NONE

There will be a few more “Barbossa” calves still to come but certainly
be a lot more limited, as we have a very small semen bank on him.
We unfortunately lost “Barbossa” this summer. He didn’t actually
physically breed this spring he was kept around more as a mascot,
as we felt he earned the right to retire here on the farm. He left us
on his own terms and was able to enjoy a few sunny days on grass
this summer. This is a bull that we can’t even begin to tell you the
contribution he made to our program. He did certainly sire some front
end contenders for us, but I think the bigger picture is the ability of
his daughters to produce the super stars. If you look back at many
of our past sales and see who the maternal grand sire is more often
than not its “Barbossa”. He was a tremendous calving bull, who still
mustered up plenty of performance. His EPD’s are simply impressive,
but one thing that doesn’t show there is the longevity and fertility he
transmitted. RIP old fella, you done good, your legacy will carry on
here for generations!
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Full Brothers
ANCHOR D HAYZE

317H

ZDS 317H CA-P1324143 02/01/2020 Polled Full Fleckvieh

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

86 lbs
775 lbs
698 lbs
1100 lbs
1218 lbs
3.21 lbs

		
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
		
		
BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
ANCHOR D DESTINY 317D
		
ANCHOR D AGUSTA 142U
		

HERMANUS
DOUBLE BAR D FLASHY 172R
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
RAJ MS ARNIE 46F
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D AGATHA 6N

“Hayze & Hullcar” are a pair of Polled/Scurred twins that come
from an outstanding young cow. She is only a third calver, but
these two are #3 & #4 bulls of hers to make the bull sale. Her first
two bulls were both standouts in my mind selling to Nickel Farms
& Javier Jauregui, both working in purebred operations. We bred
her back the same way again last year, hoping for a heifer, but I’m
not so sure that with the loss of “Barbossa” the next one could
be his replacement if it’s a bull. Needless to say I am very high
on this young cow, and this cross absolute works. Typically twins
don’t make the cut into the bull pen, but in this particular case I
feel they are very worthy.
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ANCHOR D HULLCAR

713H

ZDS 713H CA-P1324144 02/01/2020 Polled Full Fleckvieh

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

34

Genetic

edge

79 lbs
709 lbs
637 lbs
995 lbs
1101 lbs
2.9 lbs
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ANCHOR D GARREN’S

SALIZAR 325H

ADR325G CA-1324122 30/12/2019 Full Fleckvieh
		
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
		
		
FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C
		
ANCHOR D GARREN’S FRANCIS 325F
		
ANCHOR D SARAH 25X
		

HERMANUS
DOUBLE BAR D FLASHY 172R
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
RAJ MS ARNIE 46F
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D TYRA 20T

“Salizar” is unquestionably one of the feature calving ease bulls of this
year’s sale. “Barbossa” has been as reliable for us in that department
as any bull we have ever owned. “Salizar” has a pedigree that reads
right, and is stacked as well on paper as he is in person. His first calving
“French Attack” dam is absolutely flawless. Her mother is a full sister
to “Mr. Gibbs” so this bull certainly has a shot of performance as well.
Not a new pedigree, but as proven as they come. Tried, tested and
proven it doesn’t get any better than that. If you want to eliminate all
the guess work he is as good of choice as you will find.
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ANCHOR D HORIZON

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

88 lbs
845 lbs
787 lbs
1200 lbs
1355 lbs
3.47 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

90 lbs
720 lbs
728 lbs
1010 lbs
1192 lbs
3.09 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

98 lbs
795 lbs
739 lbs
1090 lbs
1211 lbs
3.35 lbs

528H

ZDS 528H CA-P1324325 18/01/2020 Polled Full Fleckvieh

		
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
		

FGAF BARBOSSA 707X

		
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
		
		
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
		
ANCHOR D FLORA 528F
		
ANCHOR D TYRA 20T
		

HERMANUS
DOUBLE BAR D FLASHY 172R
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
RAJ MS ARNIE 46F
DORSIM MASSIE
TOVERBERG ERIKA
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N

Similar pedigree to the last bull, in that he is from a full sister to “Mr.
Gibbs”. Garren flushed “Tyra” and mom and dad managed to get one
out of that flush for themselves. “Horizon’s” dam is a beautiful young
cow, and like her sisters, appears to be a female we can breed to just
about any bull we choose and the results should be phenomenal. Keep
in mind “Moloka’I” who went to Red Willow and “Churro” was owned
by Lane Simmentals and now works for Connor Wiebe. These two bulls
both made an impact and are full brothers by blood to “Horizon”. Once
again a very proven pedigree.
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ANCHOR D HOLTZER

146H

ZDS 146H CA-P1324335 20/01/2020 Polled Full Fleckvieh

		
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
		
		
BAR 5 SA EVAN 440L
		
ANCHOR D NEON 146U
		
ANCHOR D HERA 105K
		

HERMANUS
DOUBLE BAR D FLASHY 172R
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
RAJ MS ARNIE 46F
SALERIKA EVAN
AI-AI SISKA
SOLWAY ADONIS
DEMBY HERLINDE 154X

This is another of the handful of bulls I was really hoping would come
as a heifer. His full sister “Zeon” is probably the best kept secret in our
herd. She is an amazing producing cow, she certainly looks the part,
but is a female that people just tend to view past when they tour the
herd. I haven’t calculated the dollars she has brought in for us, but
its big. For whatever reason “Holtzer” came straight white faced. He
is certainly going to be one of the plainer looking bulls in the sale,
but I promise he will be a producer. For dollars invested this bull will
have a high rate of return. He is registered as a polled bull, but we did
remove extremely large scurrs from him. He may very well leave you
some polled calves, as I said he was definitely scurred but they were
very large and quite ugly so we decided to remove them. My advice
would be sort a set of cows that you want to retain daughters from.
They will be very good and he will have a set of steers that certainly
have some grow in them.

2021 bull
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ANCHOR D KABOOM

		
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
		
		
VIRGINIA MAXIMUS
		
ANCHOR D EMBER 222C
		
ANCHOR D CANDY 122W
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

95 lbs
820 lbs
765 lbs
1165 lbs
1317 lbs
3.62 lbs

222H

ZDS 222H CA-1324351 23/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh
HERMANUS
DOUBLE BAR D FLASHY 172R
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
RAJ MS ARNIE 46F
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA MS REBECCA
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D MARIPOSA 49J

“Kaboom” has been a family favorite all summer long. We did consider
retaining him for ourselves. He is going to be a bull I feel can be used
on both cows and heifers, and you will expect great results from both. I
love the depth of body and the big square hip on “Kaboom”, and then
when you consider the fact that this is a bull that also adds calving ease,
makes him very special. He is backed by a solid cow family that traces
back to our old “Romulus” donor cow “Emma”. This is a bull with a
great pedigree, and the “Barbossa” daughters we have in production
are some of our best. I really think “Kaboom” offers a bit of everything
in one complete package.
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ANCHOR D HEINZBERG

568H

ZDS 568H CA-P1324514 25/02/2020 Polled Full Fleckvieh

		
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
		
		
ANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X
		

ANCHOR D ELEONORA 568E

		
ANCHOR D YVONNE 295Y
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

94 lbs
695 lbs
779 lbs
1005 lbs
lbs
3.48 lbs

HERMANUS
DOUBLE BAR D FLASHY 172R
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
RAJ MS ARNIE 46F
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D TIA 235T
HOCKENHULL MAGNUM
MS DD&E STAR GAZER 21B

“Heinzberg” is another of the younger bulls in this year’s sale, coming
from a real solid young cow with a nice pedigree. “Heinzberg” comes
polled, and will also offer enough calving ease to make him very
versatile, but still has enough jam to bring in heavy weight calves in
the fall. Certainly a bull that fits into everyone’s budget, and a bull that
will add value to your program. We know he will not be a high seller,
but we also know bulls like this typically create repeat bull customers,
as they are so useful and typically just get better and better with time.
Don’t overlook him.

REFERENCE SIRE

EPIC

CLNO 14Z 763860 22-01-2012 Full Fleckvieh
		
BBBG WRANGLER 3S
		
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
		
FGAF ADRIA 126P
		
		
MF MR. EVAN 14P
		

CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W

		
CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
		

BW
WW
Adj. WW
YW
Adj. YW

36

Genetic

edge

104 lbs
820 lbs
795 lbs
1300 lbs
1424 lbs

PRL HOUSTON 005H
IPU 4G FRANCHESCA 98N
SHAWACRES JAHARI 50L
FGAF LEGEN’S CHARM 743K
BAR 5 SA EVAN 440L
BHR LADY SUZETTE 207K
BHR DOORN G629E
RIVERBEND BRIDGIT 15A

Last year was a pretty rough year on our bull battery, and at the time I
am writing these footnotes it appears as though this may be “Epic’s”
last year for us. He has had a huge impact on our program. We have
used him predominantly on cows, but has also been used on his fair
share of heifers over the years, but due to his size he hasn’t been
in that pen for a few years. He calves exceptionally well for us and
interestingly when you thumb through you will no doubt find some
bigger birth weight calves. I have always maintained calving ease is
different than birth weight. If they are long and smooth with great
neck extension they will calve, but you typically will wean a larger calf
with more birth weight as well. I also feel if we keep pushing smaller
and smaller birth weights soon we have cows that can’t calve a larger
calf. So when looking at these “Epic” sons know you are looking at
performance bulls that do possess a balance of calving ease in them.
They will be bulls you love on your cows, will add pounds into a pen
of steers, and offer a set of replacement heifers that are “Epic”. This
is a solid sire group.
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ANCHOR D MONTARO

462H

ZDS 462H CA-1324149 03/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
BBBG WRANGLER 3S
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
		
FGAF ADRIA 126P
BLACK
GOLD
EPIC
14Z
		
MF MR. EVAN 14P
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
		
CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
		
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
ANCHOR
D
BAILEY
462D
		
BALTIMORE
LFS BAILEY 13B
		
PURPLE HILL FRAULINE 33P

“Montaro” has been a stand out right from birth. For those of you who
remember “High Noon” this is a bull that patterns very similar to him.
“Montaro” was one of the top picks by visitors all summer long and
you appreciate him just that much more when you see his dam. He has
always had a huge broad top, lots of dimension, and rib shape. He is
a stylish bull with extra thickness, backed by a superior momma cow,
and cow family. He is a bull who has never had a bad day, he always
looks super good! I feel he has a lot to offer and is a bull that would
contribute to the breed. His full brother went to work for Bill & Jerry
Orlick last year. We like “Monatro” a lot.
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ANCHOR D HENDRIX

96 lbs
885 lbs
751 lbs
1135 lbs
1199 lbs
3.32 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

117 lbs
1040 lbs
912 lbs
1315 lbs
1352 lbs
3.89 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

103 lbs
815 lbs
751 lbs
1160 lbs
1303 lbs
3.44 lbs

133H

ZDS 133H CA-1324180 07/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
		
BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
		
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
ANCHOR D ALENA 133A
		
ANCHOR D OLIVIA 320Z
		

BBBG WRANGLER 3S
FGAF ADRIA 126P
MF MR. EVAN 14P
CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D SUGAR 189S

“Hendrix” is a big powerhouse in this sire group, and comes from a
cow and cow family that always produces near the top end for us. As
most of the “Epic” sons he has exceptional length of spine, and has a
very nice attitude to work with. Dan did a very poor job of dehorning
him, so he was done at weaning time, so he does have a bit of a square
base to his head. That will not change the fact that this bull will produce
an exceptional set of performance calves. I can hardly wait to see a set
of steers produced by him, they are going to be awesome. This cow
family has been no miss for us. His dam was bred to “Mazorotti” as a
first calver, who is an “Epic” son. This is an outstanding young cow in
our herd. Every other mating has been to “Epic” with full brothers at
South Peace Colony & Javier Jauregui. No guess work here.
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BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

ANCHOR D BREWSTER

291H

ZDS 291H CA-1324190 08/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
		
BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
		
		
KLR BREWSTER 71B
		
KLR EMILY 29D
		
WNLP WINNIE 17W
		

BBBG WRANGLER 3S
FGAF ADRIA 126P
MF MR. EVAN 14P
CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
IVR-DDD BARON R104
KLR MISS TUSU
JNR’S ATLAS
RRV NATALIE

“Brewster” fits the typical “Epic” pattern. Big growth power bull with
tremendous length, and muscle. His dam is a young cow we purchased
as a heifer calf from Cameo farms. This is a very nice young cow that
appears that she is going to be very productive in her time. This is just
her second calf with her first being a very nice female we sold this fall
to Eve Smith in our production sale. When you look at the pedigree
on this young cow not only is it stacked solid, but also offers a lot of
diversity in outcrossed genetics. This is a very good bull with lots of
jam, and huge potential.
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ANCHOR D HUXLEY

		
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
		
BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
		
		
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
		
ANCHOR D COMET 232Y
		
ANCHOR D HAYLEY’S COMET
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

110 lbs
875 lbs
780 lbs
1280 lbs
1428 lbs
3.83 lbs

ANCHOR D HUDSON

ANCHOR D

PEARL HARBOUR 318H

ZDS 318H CA-1324323 18/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
		
BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
		
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
ANCHOR D BETTANNA 318A
		
ANCHOR D BETTINA 336Y
		

38

Genetic

edge

107 lbs
910 lbs
833 lbs
1205 lbs
1305 lbs
3.69 lbs

BBBG WRANGLER 3S
FGAF ADRIA 126P
MF MR. EVAN 14P
CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D CHER 100S

A true pen favorite. We sold a full sister to “Hudson” this fall in our
production sale to Crystal Springs Ranch. I always get asked who’s your
favorite, and without hesitation I named this heifer among the top 5.
Same thing with “Hudson” this bull is just right. His mother “Ava”
would unquestionably make the short list of one of our best cows. This
is a bull I have pondered over a lot. He is another bull that I will be
keeping a close eye on as I do feel he is a bull that could contribute to
our own breeding program. We have gotten away from retaining semen
on bulls as we feel you have made the investment and should reap the
rewards. If semen becomes available on him or the bull down the road
please be sure to let us know first. There is zero doubt in my mind this
is a breeder bull and will do great things. Regardless if he ends up in
a commercial or purebred herd this is a bull that is right for the times.
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BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

41H

ZDS 41H CA-1324269 12/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
		
BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
		
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
ANCHOR D AVA 41A
		
ANCHOR D ZENITH 250Z
		

105 lbs
850 lbs
761 lbs
1160 lbs
1257 lbs
3.48 lbs

BBBG WRANGLER 3S
FGAF ADRIA 126P
MF MR. EVAN 14P
CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
DORSIM MASSIE
TOVERBERG ERIKA
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D HAYLEY 56J

“Huxley” is one of the front end performance bulls in this year’s sale.
When we were taking pictures Karen’s comment was, boy he sure
made his daddy proud. Yep he sure did. We have mated this cow
this way several times, and he has full brothers working for the Trask
Family, Pinto Cow Ranch & Croft Creek Ranch. This is a bull with a star
studded pedigree slammed with performance, all stemming back to the
“Star Gazer” cow family. This is a big old power bull with heavy black
pigmentation. I personally think if I had a set of straight Black Angus
cows this would be the bull I would throw in with them, he would be
a game changer in my mind. No matter who buys him or where they
use him someone is going to make a lot of cash on his calves.
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BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

232H

ZDS 232H CA-1324212 11/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

BBBG WRANGLER 3S
FGAF ADRIA 126P
MF MR. EVAN 14P
CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
ANCHOR D MOJITO 108U
VIRGINIA MS TALLULAH

These “Epic” sons are pretty special this year. “Pearl Harbour” is a
½ brother to Shazam. This cow can getter’ done for sure. Both of her
daughters are in production in our herd, and her sons have went to
Starwest Farms, Aaron & Allan Olson & Chris Bowman. He has the same
phenomenal length of spine the bulk of the “Epic” sons possess, maybe
even a little more as he is one of the longest smoothest bulls we will
offer this year. The fact that he comes from a “Barbossa” daughter this
bull will have that much more calving ease and maternal in him. If solid
color is important to you his pedigree is stacked and solid for multiple
generations. He’s a dandy that should be high on your shopping list.
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ANCHOR D HILLAR

329H

ZDS 329H CA-1324326 18/01/2020 Full Fleckvieh

		
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
		
BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
		
		
R-FIVE MALTESE
		
ANCHOR D JAZZ 329A
		
MS PRL JASMINE 58J
		

BBBG WRANGLER 3S
FGAF ADRIA 126P
MF MR. EVAN 14P
CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F
FGAF SHE’S ALL THAT 724K
BHL WESTERN 36R
MS PRL CANDACE 012C

It just occurred to me while doing these footnotes, as this is the last
Fullblood “Epic” son how intriguing this sire group really is. We had a
guy looking at bulls the other day by himself and texted me the numbers
he liked and I didn’t actually realize until now he picked every “Epic”
son out in a pen of 120. I guess that is a pretty solid endorsement on
this sire group. “Hillar” is probably the most moderate made in this
sire group. He comes from a highly productive “Maltese” cow, who
just quietly goes about her job. Her dam was one of the females we
purchased from Porter Ranches herd reduction, and was a cow we
added into our donor program. A stellar pedigree, and certainly has
a different twist to it as well. Just an all-around solid bull in “Hillar”.
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BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

104 lbs
785 lbs
719 lbs
1065 lbs
1167 lbs
3.26 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

84 lbs
780 lbs
802 lbs
1040 lbs
lbs
3.48 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

97 lbs
790 lbs
694 lbs
1135 lbs
1246 lbs
3.36 lbs

ANCHOR D GARREN’S

TRAILBLAZER

ADR 923H PRS1324505 15/02/2020 Polled 1/2 Blood
		
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
		
BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
		
		
		
ANGUS/ANGUS
		
		

BBBG WRANGLER 3S
FGAF ADRIA 126P
MF MR. EVAN 14P
CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P

“Trailblazer” has been a calf that also stood out from birth. Not that
he is an accident, but his dam is an Angus Cross cow of Garren’s
that was to be used for a recip. She didn’t stick with her embryo and
when “Trailblazer” was born he just had that look, so I mentioned to
Garren why don’t we leave him as a bull for now, they are easy to take
out but pretty tough to put back in. Good decision. “Trailblazer” is a
blood red baldie bull with a moderate birth weight from a mature cow.
He no doubt has a degree of calving ease but also an abundance of
performance. For someone not really as focused on what the pedigree
says this is a very smart choice. He also comes in a smooth polled
package. We like him, hope you do too.
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ANCHOR D HALKIRK

717H

ZDS 717H CA-PG1324188 07/01/2020 Polled Purebred

		
DCR MR MOON SHINE X102
		
TNT BOOTLEGGER Z268
		
TNT MISS W70
		

R PLUS 7077T
DCR MS SHEARCROCK U302
TNT GUNNER N208
TNT MISS S47
		
CNS DREAM ON L186
SVF STAR POWER S802
		
SVF SHEZA STAR N902
BLUSHROSE
STAR
POWER
117Z
		
BLUSHROSE MR RAVEN 30R
BLUSHROSE BLK TRISH 17T
		
BLUSHROSE MS PAMELA 16P

“Halkirk” is a bull I honestly never paid much attention to until we
started clipping. When we sorted off a handful of bulls for the ads I
noticed him then and questioned why we never really took note of him
before that. This is a big soggy loose made deep sided bull with lots of
depth of quarter, superb hair coming from a very high performance cow.
Somehow I missed pulling hair on him to see if he was Homozygous
Polled as we checked all the Purebred bulls for this trait, and he’s the
only one we missed. He may or may not be, but he is smooth Polled,
but more importantly he is just plain good, and that’s the one quality
we can’t test for but I promise is the most important one.
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REFERENCE SIRE

EXCALIBUR

CNLO 137E 1208153 24-02-2017 Homozygous Polled Purebred
		
NCB RED SUSPECT 30S
		
KUNTZ SUPER DUTY 4Y
		
MISS R PLUS 7037T
		
		
SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
		

RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 532C

		
RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 202Z
		

BW
WW
Adj. WW
YW
Adj. YW

108 lbs
785 lbs
906 lbs
1340 lbs
1573 lbs

LFE ROCK SOLID 366P
NCB BODACIOUS 91H
R PLUS 4012P
MISS R PLUS 3281N
HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
SUNNYVALLEY BLK JENNA 88U
WHEATLAND STOUT 930W
RF FLIRTIN FOR CERTIN 37U

“Excalibur” has been a great addition to our bull battery. We were in
search of a new purebred bull that could hopefully help take us to the
next level, and “Excalibur” was the bull we settled on. We have had
good success with the “Super Duty” cattle so that was a plus but the
true selling feature was his dam, from the famous “Flirt” cow family.
The production record of this cow is impeccable, and she is simply
flawless. This is the second calf crop for “Excalibur”. His sons were well
received last year and we are very excited about his daughters that are
going to be calving shortly. Look to this bull to add frame, and power
while also supplying strong maternal qualities while keeping calving
ease in check. He is like the Jolly Giant out in the bull pen and has an
incredible disposition as well. He will make them thick dark and hairy.
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ANCHOR D GLADIATOR

261G

ZDS 261G CA-PG1324092 26/12/2019 Polled Purebred

		
KUNTZ SUPER DUTY 4Y
		
BLACK GOLD EXCALIBUR 137E
		
RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 532C
		
		
LFE KING LOUIE 3079Y
		
ANCHOR D BEVERLY 261B
		
ANCHOR D ZAOMI 390Z
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

98 lbs
905 lbs
760 lbs
1195 lbs
1224 lbs
3.41 lbs

“Gladiator” is my personal favorite of the purebred bulls. I may be a
titch bias, as this cow family has been super productive for us so we
just expect it as well, but he’s all there. The dam of “Gladiator” is as
picture perfect as they come, and she is a full sister to “Empire” who
was our high selling Purebred bull a few years ago selling to Soderglen
Ranches. Although our purebred numbers are smaller we have really
been focusing hard on establishing a core of cows to build around.
This is a cow family that has been very reliable for us and we would
love to have many more just like them. This is a tremendous bull which
I endorse highly.
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ANCHOR D GALAHAD

40

Genetic

edge

108 lbs
845 lbs
719 lbs
1095 lbs
1119 lbs
3.16 lbs

390G

ZDS 390G CA-PG1324106 29/12/2019
Homozygous Polled Purebred

		
KUNTZ SUPER DUTY 4Y
		
BLACK GOLD EXCALIBUR 137E
		
RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 532C
		
		
CROSSROAD JACKPOT 120X
		
ANCHOR D ZAOMI 390Z
		
FRI NAOMI 2N
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

NCB RED SUSPECT 30S
MISS R PLUS 7037T
SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 202Z
LFE BS LEWIS 322U
LFE RS KATARINA 621U
CROSSROAD JACKPOT 120X
FRI NAOMI 2N

NCB RED SUSPECT 30S
MISS R PLUS 7037T
SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 202Z
LFE ROCHFORT 3013T
LRX MACEY 15U
DDD BROADWAY G534
RICHMOND MISS C&B 6G

“Galahad” is the ½ brother to the dam of “Gladiator”. I can’t say
enough good about this cow family. They are low maintenance, always
breed back early, great dispositions, easy keeping, great feet, and very
productive. This little cow has added her share into the bull pen, with
sons going to Kevin Olmstead, Galas Stock Farms, Ferrybank Colony
and the above mentioned “Empire” to Soderglen Ranches. Each of her
daughters has been retained for our own herd, to develop a strong
cow family in our purebred division. This is a very good bull that should
sire both great steers and replacement females. He will build cattle
the feedlots love.
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ANCHOR D MACS

MOTO MOTO 546H

MACS 546H CA-PG1324136 02/01/2020
Homozygous Polled Purebred
		
KUNTZ SUPER DUTY 4Y
		

NCB RED SUSPECT 30S
MISS R PLUS 7037T

BLACK GOLD EXCALIBUR 137E SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z

		
RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 532C
		
		
WFL WESTCOTT 24C
		
ANCHOR D AUBREY 546E
		
ANCHOR D ELSIE 96Y
		

RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 202Z
TNT 90 PROOF Z401
WFL SWEET LICIOUS 1044X
ANCHOR D VENOM 111W
ANCHOR D UTICA 199U

“Moto Moto” is from a cow that Mackenzie showed. Her full brother
was one of our high selling purebred bulls last year selling to Trevor
& Doug Duke, and they are very happy with how he has continued to
develop. “Moto Moto” is an incredibly heavy haired dark red bull that
will no doubt continue to get thicker and heavier muscled as time goes
on. Tracing back to “Westcott” he may not win many ribbons, but will
darn sure earn a lot of dollars as these are tremendous performance
cattle that the feedlots love. For whatever reason “Moto Moto” doesn’t
share the same disposition as his sire and dam, he does like his space,
but I do think this bull will develop into be one of the really good ones.
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ANCHOR D HUSTLER

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

99 lbs
765 lbs
693 lbs
1060 lbs
1165 lbs
3.09 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

105 lbs
735 lbs
707 lbs
970 lbs
1083 lbs
3.04 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

102 lbs
850 lbs
811 lbs
1085 lbs
1187 lbs
3.41 lbs

492H

ZDS 492H CA-PG1324382 26/01/2020
Homozygous Polled Purebred

		
NCB RED SUSPECT 30S
KUNTZ SUPER DUTY 4Y
		
MISS R PLUS 7037T
BLACK
GOLD
EXCALIBUR
137E
		
SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 532C
		
RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 202Z
		
BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z
ANCHOR D MAZOROTTI 19B
		
ANCHOR D UNIQUE 19U
ANCHOR
D
DELPHINA
492D
		
BBS RED CANADIAN L24
ANCHOR D SHIRAZ 139S
		
PRL MACENTA 219M

“Hustler” is a little smaller than his pen mates, but very correct in
makeup, and should still transmit a lot of performance. For whatever
reason he didn’t make the same transition his pen mates did from
mom to feed, so was a bit slower starting which held him back but
he is starting to make a move now. His dam is a powerful female
that produced an outstanding son in last year’s sale selling to
Kelly Battrum. I feel there is a lot more than what meets the eye in
“Hustler” and could be an outstanding purchase for dollars invested.
Be sure to study him closely he could be a sleeper.
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ANCHOR D HOMBRE

343H

ZDS 343H CA-PG1324383 27/01/2020 Polled Purebred

		
KUNTZ SUPER DUTY 4Y
		
BLACK GOLD EXCALIBUR 137E
		
RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 532C
		
		
PRL TERMINATOR 237T
		
ANCHOR D TIFFANY 343W
		
ANCHOR D TINA 97T
		

NCB RED SUSPECT 30S
MISS R PLUS 7037T
SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 202Z
PRL MAGNITUDE 362M
PRL MAIDEN 331M
ANCHOR D MONTANA 94M
ANCHOR D MARTINA 65R

I am a big fan of “Hombre”. This is another cow that is as reliable as
they come. She seems to alternate bull, heifer each year. Every bull
has made the sale pen, and we were finally smart enough to retain a
daughter for ourselves, as all the rest have ended up in the production
sale. That heifer was “Fantasia” which many may remember as the
“Captain Scream” daughter Mackenzie showed at the National YCS
show. “Hombre” is going to develop into a tremendous bull that has
tons of thickness, loads of hair, will keep birth weight in check and
certainly add milk. Keep his daughters they are going to be superb.
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ANCHOR D HEATSEEKER

		
HOOKS SHEAR FORCE 38K
		
WHL RED HEAT 1734E
		
CMS SODA POP 422B
		
		
LFE KING LOUIE 3079Y
		
ANCHOR D FAHIRA 77F
		
ANCHOR D ZAHIRA 257Z
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

96 lbs
700 lbs
685 lbs
1040 lbs
1229 lbs
3.08 lbs

ANCHOR D GRIZWOLD

43G

ZDS 43G CA-PG1324124 31/12/2019
Homozygous Polled Purebred

		
LFE BLOOD RUSH 833A
		
LFE AMBER JACK 385E
		
LFE RS SHEILA 152B
		
		
TNT ACCELERATOR S226
		
TYMARC ECHO 43B
		
TYMARC TEXAS ECHO 99W
		

90 lbs
745 lbs
637 lbs
1050 lbs
1125 lbs
3.04 lbs

NICHOLS LEGACY G151
C&D TRACY
DRAKE POKER FACE 2X
HPF CREAM SODA Y010
LFE BS LEWIS 322U
LFE RS KATARINA 621U
LFE WOLFMAN 395X
PRL LAURIUM 230L

“Heatseeker” is a phenomenal bull from and excellent young first calver.
We didn’t really appreciate how good he truly was until he made his
way into the picture pen. This is a thick broad topped mellow made
bull with lots of dimension. He has an extremely heavy hair coat, a
great disposition, and moves extremely fluently. He is the very first
“Red Heat” calf for us, and by the looks of it he is a bull we will use
a lot more of in our heifer pen. “Heatseeker” is an incredibly rounded
bull that can work in any situation, combining calving ease and growth
and complimented by being Homozygous Polled.
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BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

77H

ZDS 77H CA-PG1324183 07/01/2020
Homozygous Polled Purebred

LFE RED TICKET 340Z
LFE RRS PEARL 617U
LFE SPRINGSTEEN 449Y
LFE RS SHEILA 72X
TNT GUNNER N208
TNT MISS ALMA J83
VIRGINIA RED TEXAS
TYMARC COUNTRY ECHO 6L

When Beagle’s had their herd dispersal “Griswold’s” dam was our
pick of the herd and ended up being the high selling cow. I have
really admired the “Accelerator” cattle we have seen over the years,
they have been highly productive with lots of performance. This is an
outstanding cow, and the mating to “Amber Jack” appears to be very
complimentary. We have a full sister to “Grizwold” that we will be
calving this spring, and she looks very good as well. Here is a chance
to buy a deep red, stout made homozygous polled bull that will offer
performance, maternal and an element of calving ease in one very
complete package.

REFERENCE SIRE

MATADOR

ZDS 527E PTG1248289 21/12/2020 Polled Purebred
		
RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181
		
SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U
		
NEVAS L93
		
		
R-FIVE MALTESE
		
FGAF PRECIOUS THING 402T
		
FGAF SHANTI 121P
		

BW
WW
Adj. WW
YW
Adj. YW
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Genetic

edge

97 lbs
900 lbs
769 lbs
1320 lbs
1343 lbs

HC POWER DRIVE 88H
BOZ SWEET TEMPTATION
TNT BLACK SHADOW J30
NEVAS BLACK FOOT H819
GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F
FGAF SHE’S ALL THAT 724K
SHAWACRES JAHARI 50L
FGAF LEGEN’S CHARM 743K

This is the very first calf crop for “Matador” and we are really thrilled
with them. Daring to be a bit different, “Matador” is a son of the
famous “Liner 56U” bull and our old flush cow “Precious” which we
owned with LaBatte Simmentals. When we decided to do this flush
we were certainly hoping to create a couple females. Barry ended
up with 4 bulls and we had 3 bulls, so we thought let’s do the next
best thing and keep a son. We are very happy we did as we are quite
impressed with both his sons and daughters. Look to his sons to add
extra thickness, and lots of hair. “Matador” is extremely thick made
himself and very easy keeping. There will be added longevity in this
pedigree, with great performance and extra maternal. A very well
rounded bull that will highlight the best traits.
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ANCHOR D HAROLD

15H

ZDS 15H CA-PG1324172 06/01/2020
Homozygous Polled Purebred

		
SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U
		
ANCHOR D MATADOR 527E
		
FGAF PRECIOUS THING 402T
		
		
JDF EL TIGRE 27B
		
TSF DUCHESS 15D
		
TSF FOXY 1Y
		

RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181
NEVAS L93
R-FIVE MALTESE
FGAF SHANTI 121P
MRL EL TIGRE 52Z
JDF MATTIE 61R
PRL MAGNITUDE 362M
PRL RED REQUEST 241R

We purchased the dam of “Harold” as a bred from Triangle Stock
Farms. We have really wanted to step up our game in our purebred
division, and felt this is a female that could help get us there. Going
back to “El Tigre” is a plus in this beautiful cow who is as thick and
broody as they come with flawless udder attachment and a beautiful
disposition. “Harold” has that same laid back attitude. He is a bull I
grow to appreciate more and more each day. I love the skull structure
on this bull. He is designed to be a feed converter with a big muzzle
like a scoop shovel. He’s just so loose made, deep, broad and heavy
muscled. A feedlot full of his calves will do nothing but make money.
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ANCHOR D MACS HERO

93 lbs
745 lbs
664 lbs
1075 lbs
1192 lbs
3.17 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

98 lbs
775 lbs
711 lbs
1120 lbs
1263 lbs
3.3 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

105 lbs
780 lbs
757 lbs
1080 lbs
1237 lbs
3.44 lbs

615H

MACS 615H CA-PG1324174 06/01/2020
Homozygous Polled Purebred

		
SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U
		
ANCHOR D MATADOR 527E
		
FGAF PRECIOUS THING 402T
		
		
LFE MCDAVID 413C
		
LFE BS CHARO 615D
		
LFE BS CHARO 40Z
		

RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181
NEVAS L93
R-FIVE MALTESE
FGAF SHANTI 121P
LFE GOTHAM 819Y
LFE HEAVEN SENT 30X
LFE BLACK LAKOTA 385W
BISS SIMPLY THE BEST 124S

We have always really admired the “Charo” cow family, and Mackenzie
was fortunate enough to get the dam of “Hero” via Lewis Farms
gracious donation to the Simmental Foundation of her. “Hero” appears
to have a typical “Matador” stamp of being very thick loose made and
hairy. I have been really impressed with how well these “Matador”
calves have been coming on as a group. I think you can appreciate with
the time of our sale they are still basically babies when we start doing
sale prep, picturing and cataloging. In this last month as a sire group
this set of calves has really started to make a big move collectively. That
says a lot to me as they should do the same in a feedlot environment.
These bulls are grown out. We could make them a lot bigger but we
choose to develop them in this manner to ensure they last. As I said
as a group they have some gas. This is a solid bull.
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BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

ANCHOR D HIGGINS

705H

ZDS 705H CA-BPG1324410 31/01/2020
Homozygous Polled Purebred

		
SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U
		
ANCHOR D MATADOR 527E
		
FGAF PRECIOUS THING 402T
		
		
PRL TERMINATOR 237T
		
ANCHOR D WYNNE 705W
		
MSCC RACHEL 101R
		

RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181
NEVAS L93
R-FIVE MALTESE
FGAF SHANTI 121P
PRL MAGNITUDE 362M
PRL MAIDEN 331M
TCF/RCC TEMPTATION GJ640
MOES BLACK PAINTEDSMILE7N

Here is another big red baldie bull, with tremendous length great hair,
and the same laid back disposition as his litter mates. “Higgins” comes
from a big power cow who always puts a very marketable calf in the
pen. Her son last year sold to Randy Chubak, with other siblings at
Rachido Ranch, Holt Agri, Jordan Livestock, Waldron Farms, Dwaine
& Ursula Miller, as well as our own herd. A very proven track record
on a great old cow. “Higgins” will be a bull bought right and fit into
everyone’s budget. There is good value to be found here.
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ANCHOR D HAITI

		
SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U
		
ANCHOR D MATADOR 527E
		
FGAF PRECIOUS THING 402T
		
		
LFE KING LOUIE 3079Y
		
ANCHOR D CEANNA 1C
		
ANCHOR D ADRIANA 83A
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

102 lbs
765 lbs
804 lbs
1070 lbs
lbs
3.6 lbs

1H

ZDS 1H CA-PG1324496 17/02/2020
Homozygous Polled Purebred
RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181
NEVAS L93
R-FIVE MALTESE
FGAF SHANTI 121P
LFE BS LEWIS 322U
LFE RS KATARINA 621U
HARVIE BOONDOCK 12Z
PRL MACENTA 219M

“Haiti” is the last of this years red bulls and a pretty darn good one
to wrap things up. His great grandmother “Macenta” was a favorite
cow around here and was a cow we built a nice cow family around.
She was a “Robin Hood” daughter, a bull I don’t think necessarily
was recognized for all the good things he did. We had several of his
daughters over the years, they were extremely fertile low maintenance
cows that always moderated birth weights and weaned off big
marketable calves. “Haiti” is a bull that exemplifies these same great
qualities and will add another dimension with “Matador” being his
sire. An extremely useful versatile bull.
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ANCHOR D MACS

GROUND BREAK 88G

MACS 88G CA-BPG1324113 30/12/2019
Homozygous Polled Purebred
		
SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U
		
ANCHOR D MATADOR 527E
		
FGAF PRECIOUS THING 402T
		
		
LFE COMMISSIONER 811Z
		
LFE BS HARLOW 89D
		
LFE BS HARLOW 58Y
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA

87 lbs
720 lbs
625 lbs
995 lbs
1065 lbs
2.88 lbs

RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181
NEVAS L93
R-FIVE MALTESE
FGAF SHANTI 121P
3D BLK FULL THROTTLE 483X
LFE BS LASS 189X
LFE REDEMPTION 436W
LFE MISS ARNOLD 90P

“Ground Break” will be the last of Mackenzie’s bulls in this year’s
sale. If someone is looking for a homo polled calving ease bull you
may have just found him. He is a very smooth fronted bull that should
calve exceptionally well either on cows or heifers, and give you the
added chrome you desire. He is also backed by an exceptional cow
family as his grandmother was part of the donor pen at Lewis Farms.
I’m not going to tell you he is the biggest in the pen or the highest
performance bull you can clearly see he is not. Use him for what he’s
designed for and you will absolutely love him.
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ANCHOR D

HOME BREW 345H

ZDS 345H CA-BSG1324205 10/01/2020 Polled Purebred
		
SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U
		
ANCHOR D MATADOR 527E
		
FGAF PRECIOUS THING 402T
		
		
LFE KING LOUIE 3079Y
		
ANCHOR D BARBARA 345B
		
MISS PARKHILL BARB 118Y
		

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj YW
WPDA
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Genetic

edge

106 lbs
885 lbs
785 lbs
1325 lbs
1489 lbs
3.96 lbs

RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181
NEVAS L93
R-FIVE MALTESE
FGAF SHANTI 121P
LFE BS LEWIS 322U
LFE RS KATARINA 621U
CAS SONIC BOOM 1S
BAR 40 MS 589S

“Home Brew” has the distinction of being this year’s top performance
bull. I have loved this big monster from the moment he hit the ground.
His dam is one of my favorite black cows, and I think her mating to
“Matador” was without question the way to go. “Home Brew” will
sire those big growth steer calves that will top the local market. If
you want to use him on a set of cows with a heavier British influence
he will absolutely shine while smacking that big old money stripe on
them. He is one of only two bulls that I did get registered as scurred as
we typically enter all the polled calves’ information at birth and don’t
discover who is polled or scurred until after we clip. Regardless if that
is important to you or not the important thing is this is a performance
bull that will sire big growth calves that will pay a lot of bills.

106 ANCHOR D GONZALEZ 703H
ZDS 703H CA-PG1324340 21/01/2020 Polled Purebred

		
SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U
		
ANCHOR D MATADOR 527E
		
FGAF PRECIOUS THING 402T
		
		
PRL TERMINATOR 237T
		
ANCHOR D TEMPTRESS 703W
		
MSCC RACHEL 101R
		

RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181
NEVAS L93
R-FIVE MALTESE
FGAF SHANTI 121P
PRL MAGNITUDE 362M
PRL MAIDEN 331M
TCF/RCC TEMPTATION GJ640
MOES BLACK PAINTEDSMILE7N

“Gonzales” is a full brother by blood to “Higgins” (Lot #102) these cows
are not twins even though they are both “W” models, one is a January
one a December, but they are the only two cows in our entire herd I
have to read their tags to know who is who, they are identical. They
are also identical in their productivity. She has offspring at Diamond B,
Roy & Dariel Sroka, George & Gail Slusarczyk, Trenson Farms, as well as
last year’s son at Jett Dairys, not to mention a couple daughters in our
herd. Highly productive, highly fertile. “Gonzales” will be a great choice.
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ANCHOR D HASALDO

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

104 lbs
780 lbs
729 lbs
1050 lbs
1161 lbs
3.24 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

104 lbs
850 lbs
840 lbs
1105 lbs
1248 lbs
3.59 lbs

BW
Sept 1 Wt.
Adj. WW
Dec 10 Wt.
Adj. YW
WPDA

92 lbs
965 lbs
799 lbs
1195 lbs
1167 lbs
3.39 lbs

253H

ZDS 253H BPG1324457 06/02/2020 Polled Purebred

		
SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U
		
ANCHOR D MATADOR 527E
		
FGAF PRECIOUS THING 402T
		
		
LFE KING LOUIE 3079Y
		
ANCHOR D BLAZE 253B
		
MISS PARKHILL EMMA 16Y
		

RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181
NEVAS L93
R-FIVE MALTESE
FGAF SHANTI 121P
LFE BS LEWIS 322U
LFE RS KATARINA 621U
CAS SONIC BOOM 1S
MISS PARKHILL 68M

“Husaldo” is one of my favorite black calves. His brother in last year’s
sale selling to Charlie Kessler was an absolute standout. This young
cow can produce alongside the best of them. “Husaldo” has been a
calf we have noticed right from birth. He is very sharp and attractive
looking, but when you really break him down there is really nothing
to change on him. A bull that will work great on a set of cows to add
performance, calves will work well in either the replacement pen or
the feedlot, and you will likely want to pen him in the front yard for
the neighbors to see because he truly is a cool guy. You too could be
a cool guy if you owned him.
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ANCHOR D CONCORD

315G

ZDS 315G CA-BSG1324083 23/12/2019 Polled Purebred

		
HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
		
SUNNYVALLEY BLK JENNA 88U
BGS/BM
CAPTAIN
SCREAM
63D
		
MR HOC BROKER
RF SCREAM 215Z
		
RF SCREAM 39X
		
ELLINGSON LEGACY M229
MR NLC SUPERIOR S6018
		
EBS JOKERS CAREN
ANCHOR
D
ROCHELLE
315A
		
TCF/RCC TEMPTATION GJ640
MSCC RACHEL 101R
		
MOES BLACK PAINTEDSMILE7N

I am extremely pleased with the black bulls we have presented this year.
I think the best endorsement on “Concord” is every fall at weaning we
get Uncle Stan to come look and get a set of unbiased eyes on the pen
and see what he can spot that he doesn’t like. This was his favorite of
130 bull calves at weaning. I think that says a lot as we truly value his
opinion. “Concord” has a modest birth weight coming from another
top end “Superior” cow. She is a cow we have just come to expect
good things from, and going back to our “Painted Smile” cow family.
I expect big things from this bull. He is the only “Captain Scream” calf
we had this year and he truly didn’t disappoint.
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Commercial Heifers

We will offer two groups of commercial replacement females. This year Mom & Dad celebrated their 57th wedding anniversary so they decided they should cut back. We
convinced them instead of just selling their heifer calves in the fall to hold them for the bull sale, as this is an outstanding group of heifers. Anyone wishing to add some top
end commercial heifers into their cow herd or want some heifers that will make phenomenal recip cows here is a great opportunity. Their cows run with our herd, under the
same management and health program. These heifers will have the exact same health protocol as the bulls in the sale, and will be palpated before the sale to ensure breeding
soundness. Most of the heifers are polled. A few were born in January most are February calves. (Lot #109 is from mature cows, Lot #110 from first & second calvers). We have
listed their sires so you can keep track of genetics for your own records if required. Buy these heifers with confidence as they are composed of many years of great cow families.
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GROUP OF 3

COMMERCIAL HEIFERS
812 lb average December 11
#3 - Excalibur
#8 - Matador
#20 - Excalibur

46

Genetic

edge
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GROUP OF 4

COMMERCIAL HEIFERS
741 lb average December 11
#1 - Epic
#10 - Matador
#14 - Radioactive
#15 - Radioactive

Anchor D Simmentals Ltd. is certified to meet the Canadian
Roundtable for Sustainable Beef (CRSB)’s Sustainable Beef
Production Standard.
www.verifiedbeef.ca

www.crsbcertified.ca

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Terms: The terms of the sale are cash or cheque
payable in Canadian Funds at par immediately
following the sale. The right of owenrship shall not
pass until after settlement is made. All settlements
must be made before any livestock will be released.
Delivery Options:
A $100 off your purchase if taken home sale day.
B Delivery will be made to purchasers in central
regions in Western Canada, at the convenience
of Anchor D Ranch, and buyers risk. Any bulls
going to Eastern Canada or other areas Anchor D
Ranch will arrange for trucking at cost.
C Bulls can be left free of charge until April 1, 2021,
after April 1 a fee of $4.00/ day will be charged
per head. Cattle are then asked to be picked up
by the purchaser, and Anchor D Ranch asks that
all bulls left, to be insured.

Certificate of Registry: After settlement
has been made the buyer will be provided
with the proper registration papers, duly
transferred on the record of the Canadian
Simmental Association. Further transfer to
the herd books of other countries shall be
at the buyers expense.
Fleckvieh Status: All Fullblood bulls will
be assumed 100% Full Fleckvieh, unless
recognized differently in the catalogue.
Full Fleckvieh Fullblood will have a
minimum of 5 generations in their
pedigree all back to Germany or Austria.
It is recommended if further research
is required to check with the Canadian
Simmental Association, and no assumption
of Fleckvieh heritage will be guaranteed by
neither consignor or the CSA

Breeders Gurarantee: Standard terms set forth
by the Canadian Simmental Association, with
the exception where any animal is subject to any
hormonal or surgical reproduction techniques after
the sale, the guarantee shall be null and void.
Accidents: Although every precaution will be
taken to protect the safety and comfort of buyers,
neither the sales staff, auctioneer or Anchor D
Ranch or consignors assumes any responsibility
in the matter and disclaims any liability, legal
or otherwise in the event of accident or loss or
property.
Fertility & Health: All bulls have been under a full
herd health program, under the guidance of Gull
Lake Veterinary Services. All bulls will be fertility
tested prior to the sale. Should you have any
questions please give us a call.
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Anchor D Ranch Simmentals
Box 1638
Rimbey, AB T0C 2J0

8329578

A Special Thanks from Anchor D Ranch to all Buyers in 2020
Arnold Daling, BC
Allan Soderberg, AB
Bohrson Marketing, AB
Boisvert Simmentals, PQ
Battrum Cattle Co., AB
Blair Torgerson, AB
Bill & Jerry Orlick, AB
Brian Mardy, AB
Bob & Billie McNutt, AB
Century Simmentals, AB
Chamberland Farms, AB
Craigmyle Colony, AB
Crystal Springs Ranch Inc., BC
CT Cattle Co, AB
Colin Foster, AB
Croft Creek Ranch, BC
Dean Wiegand, AB
Danielle Chamberland, AB
Dunnings Acres Ltd, AB
DJ Farms, ON
Dennis Herman, AB
Dobbie Simmentals, ON
Diamond Rio Ranch Ltd, AB
David & Jeremy Abt, AB
Doug Skeels, AB
Diamond B Simmentals, AB
Drew & Deanna Keivers, AB
Elliott Simmentals, AB
Erskine Colony, AB
Evening Star Simmentals, AB

Eastview Simmentals, BC
Ferrybank Colony, AB
Fox Lake Ranch, AB
Ferme Erisa Inc, PQ
Ferme BMS, PQ
Ferme Gagnon, PQ
Garry Katona, AB
Graff Simmentals, BC
Gary Waldron, AB
Grant Bailey, AB
Gene & Pam Riley, AB
Hannah Elines, AB
Harry Krause, AB
Henry Roy, AB
J & J Farms, KY
Jett Dairy, AB
Joe & Sandra Dahm, AB
John & Cathy Coers, AB
Javier Jauregui Ocampo, MEX
Jimmy Ford, AB
Jordan Livestock, AB
Jemstar Simmentals, AB
Kamalah Farms, AB
K-Star Simmentals, AB
Kevin Olmstead, AB
Kent Issac, AB
Kessler Livestock, AB
Keets Simmentals, SK 		
Kindred Spirit, SK
KSL Simmentals, AB

Kulyk Simmentals, SK
Lonsdale Simmentals, PQ
Little Creek Cattle, MS
Lodgepole Ranch, AB
Lowell Johnston, AB
MAVV Simmentals, AB
M & R Damen Farms Ltd, AB
Morsan Farms, AB
Mike Bendall, AB
Madge Simmentals, AB
Mackenzie Skeels, AB
Northway Farms, AB
Nashton Monea, AB
Nelson Ranch, AB
Newton Creek Simmentals, AB
Ockerman Simmentals, AB
Peter & Cec Dykstra, AB
Pete Fraser, AB
Roy & Dariel Sroka, AB
Ricky Leger, AB
R- Five Simmentals, AB
Randy Chubak, AB
Rob Riley, AB
Randy & Shirley Ingram, AB
Rivers Edge Ranch, AB
Reszel Farms, AB
Satchwell Farms, AB
Skyridge Farms, MB
Suter Simmentals, SK
Simmentals of Texas, TX

Soderglen Ranches, AB
Skylark Cattle Co, AB
Steve Smigelski, AB
Small Time Farms, AB
Silver Lake Farms, MB
Stout Bros. Simmentals, AB
Schwengler Farms, AB
Sandy Hill Simmentals, AB
Sam Machonic, AB
Sturgeon River Stock Farm, AB
Stuart & Karen Shaw, AB
Starwest Farms, AB
Sagwich Land & Livestock, Oregon
South Peace Colony, BC
Skywest Simmentals, AB
Sullivan Simmentals, PQ
Taylor Elines, AB
Triple T Diamond, MB
Tom Jackson, AB
Travis & Lynn Trask, BC
Trenson Farms Ltd., AB
Trevor & Doug Duke, AB
Tony Sanderson, AB
Ty Keivers, AB
Virginia Ranch, AB
Wally & Connie Quapp, AB
Wild Bronco Ranch, AB
Wolfe Farms, AB
Walt & Val Hedges, BC

